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Abstrat: Dans e rapport de reherhe nous denissons un adre mathématique pour
étudier la dynamique de réseaux de neurones intègre-et-tire en présene de bruit extérieur.
De tels réseaux sont habituellement étudiés en utilisant l'équation de Fokker-Plank (Brunel,
Hakim par exemple). Dans ette étude on utilise les puissants outils développés pour les
réseaux de ommuniation et dénissons un formalisme pour l'étude de neurones à spikes
gouvernés par un bruit extérieur. Grâe à e formalisme nous posons des questions d'intérêt
biologique an de aratériser les diérents régimes du réseau. Notons que dans e modèle, la
distribution de l'intervale inter-spikes est un paramètre fondamental. Dans e rapport nous
developpons et appliquons de nombreux outils de alul stohastique an de aratériser es
distributions de probabilité. Ce poinnt de vue nous donne une stratégie pour simuler e type
de réseaux aléatoires. Nous avons implémenté ette méthode de simulation en extension du
simulateur événementiel Mvaspike.
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Résumé : In this researh report we dene a new event-based mathematial framework
for studying the dynamis of networks of integrate-and-re neuron driven by external noise.
Suh networks are lassially studied using the Fokker-Plank equation (Brunel, Hakim).
In this study, we use the powerful tools developed for ommuniation networks theory and
dene a formalism for the study of spiking neuron networks driven by an external noise. With
this formalism, we address biologial questions to haraterize the dierent network regimes.
In this framework, the probability distribution of the interspike interval is a fundamental
parameter. We developed and apply several tools for dening and omputing the probability
density funtion (pdf) of the time of the rst spike, using stohasti analysis. This point of
view gives us an event-driven strategy for simulating this type of random networks. This
strategy has been implemented in an extension of the event-driven simulator Mvaspike.
Mots-lés : modèles de neurones, réseau stohastique, modélisation événementielle, simu-
lation événementielle, réseau de ommuniation, neurones intègre-et-tire stohastiques.
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Résumé
Ce doument onstitue mon mémoire de Master 2 Reherhe "Probabilités et Appliations",
lière Proessus Stohastiques. J'ai en eet eetué mon mémoire de Master au sein de
l'équipe Odyssée de l'INRIA Sophia-Antipolis, et j'ai travaillé sur la modélisation stohas-
tique des neurones et des réseaux de neurones biologiques. De e travail a résulté deux
publiations dans des onférenes: un poster en ollaboration ave Romain Brette présenté
à la onférene NeuroMath 2006 qui s'est tenue à Andorre, et une ommuniation orale en
ollaboration ave Olivier Faugeras et Theodore Papadopoulo de l'équipe Odyssee et Denis
Talay, Etienne Tanré et Mireille Bossy de l'équipe Omega, qui sera présenté à la onférene
NeuroComp les 23 et 24 otobre.
Ce doument se ompose de 3 parties prinipales.
La première partie est une introdution à la modélisation en neurosienes. Dans ette
partie, je dénis les notions prinipales qui interviennent dans les modèles de neurosienes,
et j'expose les prinipaux modèles mathématiques, d'abord dans un adre déterministe, puis
dans un adre stohastique.
La seonde partie traite des temps d'atteinte de proessus stohastiques et de leurs
approximations. Le problème que nous herhons à résoudre onsiste à expliiter ou ara-
tériser les densités de probabilité des temps d'atteinte de ertains proessus stohastiques à
une frontière qui peut être onstante ou variable. Pour e faire, nous étudions deux artiles
de J. Durbin [16, 17℄ qui donnent une représentation des temps d'atteinte d'un proessus
gaussien (ou du mouvement brownien) d'une ourbe. Ces artiles donnent aussi une série
qui onverge dans sous ertaines hypothèses sur la frontière. Nous prouvons dans le as du
proessus d'Ornstein-Uhlenbek qu'une approximation proposée par Durbin dans son artile
de 1985 est exate lorsque la frontière onsidérée est onstante égale à la dérive du proessus.
Nous expliitons ensuite des formules aratérisant les transformées de Laplae des temps
d'atteinte via des solutions d'EDP elliptiques ou paraboliques, et appliquons es formulations
pour trouver des temps d'atteinte de proessus simples (mouvement brownien, Ornstein-
Uhlenbek). Nous nous servons de es aratérisations pour prouver des onvergenes en loi
et presque sures de temps d'atteinte en fontion de la ondition initiale du proessus.
Enn, nous appliquons les méthodes dérites i-dessus pour simuler des densités de prob-
abilités de temps d'atteinte utiles en neurosienes, donnant la distribution du premier temps
de spike pour ertains modèles de neurones. Ce travail sera l'objet de la présentation à la
onférene NeuroComp.
La troisième partie développe un pont entre une lasse de réseaux de neurones biologiques
et un adre mathématique unique, déjà quelque peu étudié par des mathématiiens. Ce
travail est l'objet du poster présenté à la onférene NeuroMath.
INRIA
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Abstrat
This doument is my master's 2 researh thesis, in the setion Stohasti Proesses, of
University Paris VI (Pierre et Marie Curie). I did this thesis in the Odyssée team of INRIA
Sophia-Antipolis, and my work deals with stohasti modelisation of biologial neuron and
neural networks. This work has lead to two publiations in onferenes: a poster together
with Romain Brette, at the NeuroMath onferene in Andorra, and an oral ommuniation
together with Olivier Faugeras and Theodore Papadopoulo of the Odyssee team and Denis
Talay, Etienne Tanré and Mireille Bossy of the Omega team, whih will be presented at the
onferene NeuroComp on Otober 23rd and 24th.
This doument is omposed of three main parts.
The rst part is an introdution the neurosiene modelisation. In this part, I would
dene the main notions used in mathematial models for neurosiene, and I review the
main mathematial models of neurons, deterministi and probabilisti.
The seond part deals with hitting times of stohasti proesses and with their approxi-
mations. The issue we deal with in this part is the problem of haraterizing the probability
densities of hitting times of some stohasti proesses with a onstant or moving frontier.
To do so, we rst study Durbin's method, whih he presents in two artiles [16, 17℄, giving a
representation of the hitting times of a Gaussian proess (or of the Brownian motion) with
a urve. These artiles gives a series representation, whih onverges under some onditions
on the boundary funtion, to the real probability density. We also prove in the ase of
the Ornstein-Uhlenbek proess for a very speial boundary that a rst order approxima-
tion gives the real pdf, giving another example (Durbin shows the same property for the
Brownian motion rossing a linear boundary in his artile of 1985.
Then we make expliit some formulas haraterizing the Laplae transforms of hitting
times using ellipti or paraboli Partial Dierential Equations (PDE), and apply those for-
mulas to nd the laws of hitting times of the Brownian motion and the Ornstein-Uhlenbek
proess. We use those haraterizations to prove also some onvergenes in law and almost
sure of those hitting times when the starting point of the proess under onsideration tends
to the barrier.
Finally, we apply those methods to simulate the probability density funtions usefull in
neurosiene, giving or approximating the probability distribution of the rst spike for some
neural models. This work will be presented in the NeuroComp onferene.
The third part of this doument builds a bridge between a lass of biologial neural
networks and a single general mathematial framework, whih has been studied sine the
last ten years by the ommunity of stohasti networks. This study has been presented (with
the poster joint) in the NeuroMath onferene in Andorra.
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Part I
Some Neurosiene Basis
INRIA
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Chapter 1
Biologial Spiking Neuron Models
This hapter deals with the biologial neuron models we will use in this doument. Its aim
is learly not to give a omprehensive introdution to suh a omplex eld as neurobiology,
but to provide the reader with the basi onepts we will deal with in the rest of this
doument. The presentation of the biologial bakground is highly simplisti and seletive.
It is basially a review of the introdutory hapters of the exellent book of Gerstner and
Kirsler [22℄. All the gures and some parts of the text of this hapter is diretly taken from
this book. Further details an be found therein or in the book of Dayan and Abbott [14℄.
First we will introdue several elementary notions of neurosiene, in partiular the
onepts of ation potentials, postsynapti potentials, ring thresholds and refratoryness
Then we will introdue the main mathematial equations used to model spiking neurons.
The approah hosen is to start from the more preises models and to redue thoses models
to simpler models, whih would be more reasonnables for a mathematial study. These
models are essentially deterministi models, and we will show how the stohasti nature of
some phenomena has been introdued so far.
1.1 Introdution
The struture and funtion of the brain has been widely studied over the last entury. The
brain is omposed of elementary proessing units onneted to eah other in an intriate
pattern, the neurons. But the ortex does not onsist exlusively of neurons. Beside the
various types of neurons, there is a large number of "supporter" ells, alled glia ells,
required for energy supply and strutural stabilization of the brain tissue, but do not seem
to be involved in information proessing, so we will not disuss them any further.
We will also only deal in doument with spiking neuron models and will neglet all the
existing analog neuron.
RR n° 1
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Figure 1.1: Single Neuron struture (drawing by Ramón and Cajal), reprodued in [22℄
1.1.1 Struture of the Neuron
A typial neuron an be divided in three funtionally distint parts: the dendrites, the soma
and the axon (see Fig. 1.1).
 The dendrite plays the role of input devie: it ollets the signals from other neurons
and transmits them to the soma.
 The soma is the "entral proessing unit". It performs a non linear proessing of the
informations oming from other neurons together with the noise, and generates an
output signal.
 This output signal is transported via the axon to be delivered to other neurons.
INRIA
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The juntion between two neurons is alled a synapse. It is ommon to refer to the
sending neuron as the presynapti ell and to the reeiving neuron as the postsynapti ell.
1.1.2 The Neuronal Signal
The neuronal signal onsists in short eletrial impulses. These pulses are alled ation
potentials or spikes. They have an amplitude of about 100 mV and a typial duration of 1
or 2 ms. Sine every spikes of a given neuron look alike, it is supposed that the form of the
ation potential does not arry any information. So it is rather the number and the relative
timing of spikes whih matter. In all the models we study, spikes will be onsidered as the
elementary unit of signal transmission.
Ation potential in a sequene of spikes emitted by the same neuron (spike train) are
usually well separated. Even with a very strong input it is impossible to generate a seond
spike immediately after a rst one. The minimal duration of time between two spikes is
alled the absolute refratory period. This phase is followed by a seond one, the relative
refratory period, during whih it is diult but not impossible to exite the ell.
1.1.3 The Neural Transmission
The site where the axon of a presynapti neuron is in ontat with a postsynapti neuron is
alled synapse. The synapse an be one of two types of transmission: hemial or eletrial.
The most ustomary is the hemial one. When a spike arrives at the synapse, neuro-
transmitter is released inside the tiny gap between the pre- and the postsynapti membrane
(the synapti left) and this neurotransmitter is deteted by the postsynapti membrane
whih will open ion hannels and let ions from the extraellular uid ow into the ell. This
ion ux is then translated into an eletrial signal, the postsynapti potential.
The eletrial synapse (or gap juntion) uses spei membrane proteins able to make
diret eletrial onnetions between two neurons.
1.1.4 Neuronal Coupling
One of the most important biologial variable is the membrane potential, whih is the
dierene of eletrial potential between the ell and its neighborhood. Experimentally one
an aess to this variable. When no spike is reeived by the neuron, its membrane potential
remains onstant. When a spike is reeived, the potential hanges and returns regularly to
its resting potential. If the hange of potential is postive, the synapse is said to be exitatory
and if the hange is negative the synapse is said to be inhibitory.
1.1.5 The problem of neural oding
The mammalian brain ontains more than 1010 densely paked neurons onneted in an
intriate network. In every small volume of ortex, thousands of spikes are emitted eah
miliseond. The problem is to undestand how the information is oded in the spaio-temporal
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pattern of pulses emitted. How the signal is deoded? This is a fundamental issue in neu-
rosiene. No denitive answear is known so far, but many onjetures have been launhed.
This setion is important for our mathematial study beause it gives us the pertinent
variables to model and study.
Traditionnally it has been thought that most relevant information was ontained in the
mean ring rate, i.e. the mean number of spikes emitted by unit of time, negleting the exat
timing of spikes. This is ritiized now with a lot of experimental evidenes suggesting that
this type of oding is far too simplisti. For instane reation times of human visual system
has proved that there is no time for the brain to ompute the mean ring rate beause only
a few spikes an be emitted during the period of time the sene is seen and the reation
takes plae (see for instane the experiments of Thorpe et al, 1996).
In the following setion we review some potential oding sheme.
Spike ount (Average over time)
As disussed in the preliminaries, the ommon denition of spike rates is the average over
time, i.e. the number of spikes emited during a period of time T , divided by T . This
denition has been suessful is experiments on sensory motor systems (for example for the
streth reeptor in a musle spindle, Adrian, 1926). From a mathematial point of view it
leads us to onsider the output of a neuron as a salar ontinuous variable (the ring rate).
Spike density (Averages over several runs)
The variable onsidered is a funtion, the so-alled peri-stimulus-time histogram. The time
t is measured w.r.t. the start of the simulation and the same simulation is repeated several
times (see Fig 1.2). A time step ∆t is hosen, typially a few milliseonds, and the spikes
are onsidered as funtions of the type 1[t∗,t∗+∆t](t) where t
∗
is the ring time. All these
funtions are summed over all the repetitions of the experiments and divided by the number
of experiments.
This is of partiular interest for our probabilisti study beause it an be interpreted as
the probability density of spiking of the neuron.
From a biologial point of view it makes sense if one assume that a population of in-
dependant neurons reeive the same stimulus : the brain an then ompute this time of
peri-stimulus-time histogram form a single run.
Population ativity (Averages over several neurons)
The assumption for using this representation of oding is the same that the assumption
used in the study of spike density: many neurons have similar properties and respond to
the same stimuli. The spikes of a population of neuron M are sent to a set of neurons N .
It is assumed that every neuron of N reeives the outputs of all the neurons of M. The
relevant information in this model is the proportion of "ative neurons" of the presynapti
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Figure 1.2: Denition of the spike density as an average over several runs of the experiment
(taken for Gerstner-Kirstler [22℄)
population M.
A(t,∆t) =
1
∆t
n
ative
(t; t+∆t)
|M| (1.1.1)
where n
ative
(s; t) is the number of spikes ouring in any neuron of the populationM during
the period of time [s, t].
The population ativity may vary very rapidly and an reet hanges in the stimulus
onditions. Nevertheless the population is not homogeneous in general in the brain and one
has to nd suitable pools of neuron to apply this representation.
In an heterogeneous population we an replae the denition (1.1.1) by a weighted aver-
age over the population.
In the above setions we only refered to statistis of spikes. We an also model the neural
ode using the spike timing information (whih will be refered in the sequel as event-driven
models).
Time to rst spike
It is not unrealisti to imagine a ode where for eah neuron the timing of the rst spike
after a referene ontains all the information about the stimulus. In a pure version of this
oding sheme only the rst spike emitted transports information. All following spikes are
irrelevant.
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Figure 1.3: Phase oding: the neurons re at dierent phases with respet to the bakground
osillation (dashed line). Taken from [22℄
This model learly seems simplisti but biologial experiments (see for instane Thorpe
et al, 1996) has proved that the brain does not have time to evaluate more than one spike
from eah neuron per proessing step. This simple model allows us to try mathematial
studies and it would be also of speial interest for us in the rest of this work.
Phase oding
When the stimulus applied is not a single event but a periodi signal, the "time to rst spike"
ode is no more relevant. Osillations in the brain are in fat quite ommon phenomena.
In these osillations the information ould be arried by the phase of a pulse with respet
to the global osillation observed, alled bakground osillation (see Fig.1.3 ). There are
biologial evidenes that the phase of a spike during global osillations onveys informations
(see for instane O'Keefe and Ree, 1993).
Correlations and Synhronies
One an also use spikes form other neurons as the referene signal for a spike ode. For
instane, synhronies between neurons ould onvey information whih is not ontained in
the ring rate of neurons (see Fig.1.4).
More generally, any preise spaio-temporal pulse pattern ould be a meaningful event
(neurons spiking with a determined delay between eah other). This type of oding has been
widely studied by Abeles.
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Figure 1.4: Synhrony: the upper four neurons are nearly synhronous, two other neurons
at the bottom are not synhronized. Taken from Gerstner-Kirstler [22℄
Figure 1.5: Reverse orrelation tehnique: the stimulus in the top trae has aused the spike
train shown below. the time ourse of the stimulus just before the spikes has been averaged
to yield the typial ourse at the bottom
Stimulus reonstrution and reverse orrelation
Let us onsider a neuron driven by a time dependant stimulus s(t). Every time a spike
ours, we note the time ourse of the stimulus in a time window of duration ∆t (in general
about 100 ms) immediately before the spike. Averaging the results over several spikes yields
the typial time ourse of the stimulus just before the spike. This proedure is alled reverse
orrelation (see Fig 1.5)
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The typial time ourse of the stimulus an be interpreted as the "meaning" of a single
spike. This approah has been suessful in many experiments (Ekorn et al 1993, Bialek et
al 1991, . . . ). This way it is possible to reonstrut the stimulus linearly. This simple reon-
strution has given fair estimates of the time ourse of the stimulus in some experiments.
1.2 Single Neuron Models
This hapter deals with the mathematial models of neurons. We rst take a biologial
point of view to explain the emission of ation potentials, then present some detailed neuron
model suh as the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model whih models at the level of the ion hannels
in the ell. This model is very diult to handle mathematially so we present then some
redutions of the HH model, to get more simple neuron models (suh as formal spiking
neuron models).s
1.2.1 Detailed neuron models
From a biophysial point of view ation potential are the result of urrents passing through
ion hannels in the ell membrane. Hodgkin and Huxley, studying the giant axon of the
squid, sueeded in measuring these urrents and desribed the dynamis in terms of non
linear dierential equations. The HH equations are the starting point of detailed models,
and aounts for numerous ion hannels, dierent types of synapses, spaial geometry of
individual neurons.
Hodgkin-Huxley Model
Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) found three dierent types of ion urrent involved in the dynam-
is of the membrane potential of neurons: sodium, potassium and the leak urrent onsisting
mainly in Cl
−
ions. Spei voltage-dependant ion hannels (one for sodium and one for
potassium) ontrol the ow of those ions through the ell membrane.
The model has the eletrial interpretation represented in Fig. 1.6. When an input
urrent I(t) is injeted into the ell, the membrane is harged like a apaitor, and the
urrent leaks through the hannels in the ell membrane.
Mathematially we have:
C
du
dt
= I(t)−
∑
k
Ik(t) (1.2.1)
where k are the dierent ion hannels.
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Figure 1.6: Equivalent eletri iruit of the model of Hodgkin-Huxley. The passive eletrial
properties of the ell membrane are desribed by a apaitane C and a resistor R. The non-
linear properties ome from the voltage-dependant ion hannel for sodium and potassium
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Figure 1.7: Equilibrium funtions (left) and time onstant (right) for the gating variables
m, n, h in the Hodgkin-Huxley model.
All ion hannels are desribed by their voltage-dependant ondutane gk(u). To model
these ondutanes we introdue three additionnal variables : m, n and h. The ombined
ation of m and h ontrols Na+ hannels and the variable n ontrols the K+ hannels.
INa = gNam
3h(u− ENa)
IK = gKn
4(u− EK)
Il = gl(u− El)
(1.2.2)
The parameters ENa, EK and El are the reversal potentials and gNa, gK and gl are the
maximal ondutanes of the ion speies. The three variables m, n and h, also alled gating
variables, evolve aording to the dierential equations:
dm
dt
= αm(u)(1 −m)− βm(u)m (1.2.3a)
dn
dt
= αn(u)(1− n)− βn(u)n
dh
dt
= αh(u)(1− h)− βh(u)h (1.2.3b)
The various funtions α and β are empirial funtions, initially taken as exponential
(f [22℄, see Fig. 1.7). These equations generate spikes automatially beause of the non-
linearity of the equations.
These equations are a good model for the eletrophysiologial properties of the giant axon
of the squid. However, ortial neurons of vertebrates exhibit other physiologial properties
beause other ions are involved, or ion hannels exhibit other behavior (e.g. noninativating
sodium urrent, alium urrent).
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Synapses Models
So far, we mentionned two types of ion hannels: the voltage-ativated and the alium-
ativated ion hannels. The third type of ion hannel we have to deal with is the trans-
mitter -ativated ion hannel involved in the synapti transmission. The model proposed
here does not take into aount the preise biophysial properties of this phenomenon (ion
onentrations in the left, metaboli reeptors, . . . ) but desribe transmitter-ativated ion
hannels as an expliit time-dependant ondutivity g
syn
(t). The urrent passing through
these hannels depends, as usual, on the dierene between its reversal potential E
syn
and
the atual value of the membrane potential u :
I
syn
(t) = g
syn
(t)(u − E
syn
) (1.2.4)
Typially, the g
syn
(t) funtion is hosen as a superposition of exponential funtions. The
form of this funtion hanges wether if the synapse is exitatory or inhibitory, and we refer
to [22℄ for the preise expression of g
syn
(t) in those two ases.
Spike Transport in Passive Dendrite
The ation potential propagates inside the dendrites before arriving to the soma, and when
a spike is red, it propagates along the axon. So far we modeled the neuron as having
the same eletrial potential all along. But there are also longitudinal urrents along the
dendrite. The able equation drives the membrane potential along a passive dendrite as a
funtion of time and spae. After eletro-physiologial onsiderations, one nd the passive
able equation whih is :
∂u
∂t
(t, x) =
∂2u
∂x2
(t, x)− u(t, x) + i
ext
(t, x) (1.2.5)
∂i
∂t
(t, x) =
∂2i
∂x2
(t, x)− i(t, x) + ∂iext
∂x
(t, x) (1.2.6)
(1.2.7)
Where u desribes the membrane potential at time t and in the position x and i the urrent
passing through the dendrite at the position x and time t. Note that it sues to solve one
of these equations beause u and i are simply related (∂u∂x = rLi where rL is the longitudinal
resitene per unit of lenght).
Those two equations are linear so an be solved by the usual methods (Green funtion
for instane an be omputed easily for an innite able, Fourier method, . . . ).
Spike Transport in Ative Dendrites
In the ontext of a realisti modeling of biologial neurons, one has to take into aount
the non-linear phenomena ouring in the spike transportation in the dendrite. Those non-
linearities an be linked with the ion hannels like in the HH equation. We have seen that
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ion hannels an exhibit omplex dynamis governed by a system of dierential equations.
The urrent through one of these hannels is thus non simply a nonlinear funtion of the
atual value of the membrane potential but an also depend on the past time ourse of the
membrane potential, whih we denote i
ion
[u](t, x). The extended able equation takes the
form:
∂u
∂t
(t, x) =
∂2u
∂x2
(t, x)− u(t, x)− i
ion
[u](t, x) + i
ext
(t, x) (1.2.8)
A more realisti desription is obtained if we take into aount the fat that the input
from the synapse annot be treated as an ideal urrent soure, but beause of the dynamis of
ion hannels, the urrent resulting from an inoming spike is proportionnal to the dierene
between the membrane potential and the orresponding ioni reversal portential.
So in the equation (1.2.8) the external input urrent i
ext
(t, x) has to be replaed by an
appropriate synapti input urrent :
−i
syn
(t, x) = −g
syn
(t, x) (u(t, x)− E
syn
)
, with g
syn
being the synapti ondutivity and E
syn
the orresponding reveral potential. So
we obtain:
∂u
∂t
(t, x) =
∂2u
∂x2
(t, x) − u(t, x)− i
ion
[u](t, x)− g
syn
(t, x) (u(t, x)− E
syn
) (1.2.9)
This is still a linear dierential equation but with time-dependant oeients.
The form of the synapti ondutivity g
syn
is often written as the solution of a dierential
equation, for instane exponentially deaying with time onstant τ
syn
(a model we will use
in our studies):
{
∂u
∂t (t, x) =
∂2u
∂x2 (t, x)− u(t, x)− iion[u](t, x)− gsyn(t, x) (u(t, x)− Esyn)
∂g
syn
∂t (t, x) − 1τ
syn
g
syn
(t, x) = S(t, x)
(1.2.10)
where S(t, x) is the input urrent, generally a sum of Dira funtions desribing the presy-
napti spike train arriving in the synapse at the position x.
This new equation is no more linear beause the two unknowns u and g
syn
are multipli-
ated.
1.2.2 Two-dimensional neuron models
We have presented in the previous setion detailed neuron models desribed by non-linear
dierential equations of dimension 4 or more. It's very diult to analyse suh types of
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systems. So people had to make simpliations in the model to be able to study the mathe-
matial properties of the neurons. In this setion we present rst the approximation method
of the four-variable HH models into a two-variables model, using temporal properties of the
onstants of the above equation to gather variables.
General two-dimensionnal neuron models
In this setion we perform a systemati redution of the four-dimensional HH model to
two dimensions. To ahieve this plan, we have to eliminate two of the four initial variable
(namely u, m, n and h). The essential ideas of the redution an be applied to detailed
neuron models ontaining more ions hannels.
The general approah for redution is to observe qualitatively that the time sale of the
gating variable m is muh faster than that of u, n and h. This suggests to treat m as an
instantaneous variable, and replae it by its steady state value m0(u(t)). This is alled the
quasi steady-state approximation.
Seondly, we observe experimentally that the time-onstants τn(u) and τh(u) are roughly
the same, whatever the voltage u, and the graphs of n0(u) and 1 − h0(u) are similar. This
suggests that we may approximate the two variables n and 1− h by a same variable ω.
More generally, assume that we have a linear approximation of type (b− h) ⋍ a n where
a and b are real valued onstants. and we set ω = b− h = a n. Then we get from equations
(1.2.1), (1.2.2) and (1.2.3) the following equation :
C
du
dt
= −g
Na
[m0(u)]
3
(b − ω) (u− E
Na
)− g
K
(ω
a
)4
(u− E
K
)
−gL (u− EL) + I
(1.2.11)
In the rest of the setion we will write this equation for more generality and readability
in the following way :
du
dt
=
1
τ
[F (u, ω) +RI] (1.2.12)
Here R = 1gL and τ = RC.
The three equations (1.2.3) an be simplied also sine m is onsidered as instantaneous.
The equation (1.2.3a) is replaed bym = m0(u), and the two equations (1.2.3b) and (1.2.3b)
are replae by one equation on ω:
dω
dt
=
1
τω
G(u, ω), (1.2.13)
where τω is a parameter and G a funtion to speify.
The two equations (1.2.12) and (1.2.13) dene a general two-dimensional neuron model In
the two following setions we detail whih are the parameters of this system of dierential
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equations in two usual ases, and that yield to two well-known neuron models: the Morris-
Lear model and the FitzHugh-Nagumo model.
Morris-Lear Model
Morris and Lear (1981) proposed a two-dimensional desription of neuronal spike dynamis
of this type. In dimensionless variables the Morris-Lear equations read:
du
dt
= −g1mˆ0(u) (u− 1)− g2ωˆ (u− V2)− gL(u− VL) + I (1.2.14a)
dωˆ
dt
= − 1
τ(u)
[ωˆ − ω0(u)] (1.2.14b)
The additionnal variable ωˆ is alled the reovery variable.
If we ompare relations (1.2.14a) with (1.2.11), we note that the rst urrent term is
no more multipliated by (b − ω). Moreover, mˆ0 and ωˆ do not have any exponent. To
understand better this model we ould set mˆ0 = [m0(u)]
3
and ωˆ =
(
ω
a
)4
. The funtions
have typially sigmoidal shapes, so are usually approximated by:
m0(u) =
1
2
[
1 + tanh
(
u− u1
u2
)]
(1.2.15)
ω0(u) =
1
2
[
1 + tanh
(
u− u3
u4
)]
(1.2.16)
τ(u) =
τω
osh
(
u−u3
u4
)
(1.2.17)
where ui and τω are onstant parameters.
FitzHugh-Nagumo model
FitzHugh and Nagumo were probably the rst to propose two-dimensional redutions of the
HH model, of type (1.2.12) and (1.2.13). They obtain sharp pulse-like oillations reminisent
of spike trains proposing for the funtion F and G the following form:
F (u, ω) = u− 13u3 − ω
G(u, ω) = b0 + b1 u− ω (1.2.18)
Note that the dependane in the reovery variable ω is linear, and the non-linearity is
ontained in the ubi term of F .
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1.2.3 Formal Spiking Neuron Models
Detailed ondutane-based neuron models reprodue eletrophysiologial with auray but
they are very diult to analyse beause of their intrinsi omplexity. For this reason, simple
phenomenologial spiking neuron models are very popular. In this setion we disuss formal
threshold models of neuronal ring.
The general priniple is to assume that the membrane potential has a given dynamis
while it is underneath the threshold, and when the membrane potential hits a given threshold
θ, then a spike is emitted. So globally one has to study the only variable u and the models
dier essentially in the dynamis of u.
First we will deal with the popular and simple integrate-and-re (IF) model. Then we
will explain another lassial simple model, the Spike Response Model (SRM), and we will
onlude on the relation between those models and the ion hannel models.
Integrate-and-re models
In this setion we give a brief overview of IF models. Those models are of speial interest
for us: all the neuron models studied in this doument are IF-models, more or less omplex.
1. The Perfet Integrate-and-Fire model is the most simple neuron model, and maybe
the less realisti of the widely used formal neuron models. The membrane potential
is an integrator: it integrates all the entries. When this potential reahes a threshold
value θ, the neuron res and the membrane potential is reset a xed value ur.
C dudt = I(t)
u(t−0 ) = θ ⇒ u(t0) = ur
⊕
spike emitted
(1.2.19)
2. The Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF model) is similar to the Perfet IF model but
we take into aount the leak of the membrane potential. It an be interpreted as the
eletrial iruit of Fig. 1.8
The standard equation governing the membrane potential of a LIF neuron is:
τm
du
dt = −u(t) +R I(t)
u(t−0 ) = θ ⇒ u(t0) = ur
⊕
spike emitted
(1.2.20)
In its general version, the leaky integrate-and-re model may inorporate an absolute
refratory period. In this ase, if u reahes θ at time t(f), we interrupt the dynamis
of u during a period of time ∆abs and restart the integration at time t(f) +Deltaabs
with the new initial ondition ur.
Note that this model is easily fully solved for onstant urrent input I(t) = I0, and
that we have a lose form for the membrane potential for an arbitrary input.
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Figure 1.8: Shemati diagram of the leaky integrate-and-re model. The basi iruit is
the module inside the dashed irle on the right hand side. A urrent I(t) harges the RC
iruit. The voltage aross the apaitane, u(t), is ompared to the threshold θ. When
it reahes θ, say at time t
(f)
i , then an output pulse δ(t− t(f)j ) is generated. In the left part
we see that a presynapti spike is low-pass ltered at the synapse and generate an impulse
urrent α(t − t(f)j
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3. TheNonlinear Integrate-and-Fire model: In the general nonlinear integrate-and-
re model the equation of the dynamis of the membrane potential between two spikes
is given by :
τ
du
dt
= F (u) +G(u) I (1.2.21)
As before, the dynamis is stopped if u reahes the threshold θ, u is reset to ur and a
spike is emitted. G(u) an be interpreted as a voltage dependant input resistane and
−F (u)/(u−u
rest
) orrespond to a voltage-dependant deay onstant. For instane we
an have a quadrati model (Latham, Izhikevith) given by the equation (1.2.22):
du
dt
= u2 + I (1.2.22)
In 2005, Brette and Gerstner dened the model of the exponential integrate-and re
neuron on the same idea, taking the interspike dynamis of the membrane potential
following the dierential equation:
C
du
dt
= −gl(u− El) + gl∆te(u− Vt
∆t
) + I (1.2.23)
or added an adaptation variable w and get the two-dimensionnal formal spiking equa-
tion: {
C dudt = −gl(u− El) + gl∆te( u−Vt∆t ) + I
τw
dw
dt = a(u − El)− w
(1.2.24)
4. Stimulation with synapti urrents So far we onsidered an isolated neuron stim-
ulated by an external urrent I(t). In a more realisti situation, the IF neuron is part
of a network an the input urrent is generated by the ativity of presynapti neurons.
In the framework of the IF model, eah presynapti spike generates a postsynapti
urrent pulse. A spike reeived at time t(f) reates in the postsynapti neuron a
urrent α(t − t(f)) and the total input of neuron i is the sum over all urrent pulses
of the neighbors of i. Denoting V(i) the set of neighbors of i we an write the urrent
input:
I(t) =
∑
j∈V(i)
∑
{t(f)j ring instants of j}
α(t − t(f)j ). (1.2.25)
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Though equation (1.2.25) is realisti, in fat the amplitude of the postsynapti urrent
is modulated by the membrane potential of i, ui, beause of the hange of ondutane
mentionned in the setion 1.2.1 and more preisely in the equation (1.2.4):
α(t− t(f)j ) = −g(t− t(f)j ) (ui(t)− Esyn) . (1.2.26)
Spike Response Model
The Spike Response Model (SRM) is a generalization of the LIF model. In the non-linear
generalization of the LIF model we took parameters of the LIF model voltage dependant but
here in the SRM we take time-dependant parameters. Another dierene is the formulation
of the model, whih is no more in terms of dierential equation but in terms of integral
over the past. This model is rather general and allows us to model the refratorness in
very general terms (redued responsiveness after an output spike, inrease of threshold after
ring and hyperpolarizing spike afterpotential).
1. Denition of the SRM: here again the state of a neuron i is dened by its membrane
potential ui. In the absene of spike, it is at its resting value urest = 0. Eah inoming
spike will perturb ui and it takes some time before ui returns 0. We denote ǫ the
funtion desribing the time-ourse of the response to an inoming spike. If after
summing the eets of all the inoming spikes ui reahes the threshold, then a spike is
triggered and ui is reset to the funtion desribing the time ourse of the membrane
potential after a spike, denoted η. Assume that the neuron i has red its last spike at
time ti. The evolution of ui is given by:
ui(t) = η(t− ti) +
∑
j∈V(i)
wi,j
∑
{t(f)j ring instants of j}
ǫi,j(t− ti, t− t(f)j )
+
∫ ∞
0
κ(t− ti, s)Iext(t− s)ds
(1.2.27)
Moreover, in ontrast to the IF models, the threshold θ is not xed but may also
depend on the time elapsed till the last spike θ(t− ti).
During the absolute refratory period ∆abs, we may for instane set θ to a large value
to avoid ring and let it relax bak to its equilibrium value for t > ti +∆
abs
.
The funtions η, κ and ǫi,j are response kernels that desribe the eet of spike emission
and spike reeption on the membrane potential:
 The kernel η desribes the standard form of an ation potential of neuron i in-
luding the negative overshoot whih follows a spike (afterpotential).
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 The kernel κ(t−ti, s) is the linear response of the membrane potential to an input
urrent. It desribes the time ourse of the deviation of the membrane potential
aused by a short urrent pulse (impulse response). The time dependane of this
kernel allows us to model the eet of the spike: just after ti many ion hannels
are open so the membrane resistane is redued.
 The kernel ǫi,j(t− ti, s) is a funtion of s = t− t(f)j and an be interpreted as the
time ourse of the postsynapti potential evoqued by the ring of a presynapti
neuron j at time t
(f)
j . The dependane in t − ti models the refratoriness of a
neuron after having red.
Note that the dynami threshold θ(t − ti) an in general be formally replaed by a
onstant threshold hanging some terms of the SRM.
2. Mapping the LIF model to the SRM : It is of speial interest to note that the LIF
model for instane is a partiular ase of the SRM model. Let us onsider a LIF neuron
driven by an external urrent Iext(t) and postsynapti urrent pulses α(t− t(f)j ). The
potential ui is thus given by:
τm
dui
dt
= −ui(t) +R
∑
j
wi,j
∑
t
(f)
j )
α(t − t(f)j ) +R Iext(t) (1.2.28)
Let us now integrate (1.2.28) starting from time ti with initial ondition ui(ti) = ur,
and let us identiate the parameters of the orresponding SRM model:
u(t) =ure
−(t−ti)/τm
+
∑
j
wi,j
∑
t
(f)
j )
1
C
∫ t−ti
0
e−s/τmα(t− t(f)j − s) ds
+
1
C
∫ t−ti
0
e−s/τmIexti (t− s) ds (1.2.29)
So we an easily identify the expression (1.2.29) with the expression of the general
SRM (1.2.27) with:
η(s) = ure
−s/τm
(1.2.30a)
ǫ(s, t) =
1
C
∫ s
0
e−t
′/τmα(t− t′)dt′ (1.2.30b)
κ(s, t) =
1
C
e−t/τm1s≥t1t≥0 (1.2.30)
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Lastly, in order to have an expliit expression for the ǫ kernel, let us speify the time
ourse of the postsynapti urrent α(t). We an for instane take α(t) exponentially
deaying:
α(s) =
q
τs
exp(−s/τs)1s≥0 (1.2.31)
From detailed neuron models to formal spiking neurons
In this setion we study the relation between detailed ondutane-based neuron models
and formal spiking neurons as introdued above. Therefore we aim for a redution towards
a spiking neuron model where spikes are triggered when the membrane potential reahes a
voltage thereshold. Speially, we establish an approximation of the HH model in a speial
SRM model. To do so, we neglet the time-ourse of the ation potential whih is more or
less stereotyped.
Let us onsider that a spike has been triggered at time t∗, and that no further stimulation
is applied to the neuron afterwards. The voltage trajetory will have a pulse-like exursion
before it eventually returns to its resting potential. For t > t∗, we set u(t) = η(t− t∗)+u
rest
,
where η is the standard shape of the pulse and u
rest
the resting potential. If a urrent pulse
is applied at t>t*, the membrane potential will be slightly perturbed form its trajetory
and. If the input urrent is suiently small, the perturbation an be desribed by a linear
impulse response kernel κ. So we have to haraterize the kernels η and κ, and the value
of the threshold θ. The two kernels are experimentally omputed simulating an HH neuron
with speied inputs. It is rather diult to dene a hard threshold for a HH neuron. On
one hand, we an say that the HH neuron show a sort of threshold behavior (over a ertain
value of the membrane potential it is very diult to avoid a spike for the neuron), it is
very diult to estimate the voltage threshold from simulations. In [22℄ the authors disuss
of the types of exitations and the way to estimate the threshold.
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Chapter 2
Randomness in spiking neuron
models
In vivo reordings of neuronal ativity are haraterized by a high degree of irregularity.
A single neuron reat in general in a very reliable and reprodutible manner to utuat-
ing urrents that are injeted via intraellular eletrodes (when the same signal is injeted,
the ation potentials our with preisely the same timing relative to the simulation). On
the other hand, neurons produe irregular spike trains in the absene of any temporally
strutured stimuli. Irregular spontaneous ativity and trial-to-trial variations are often on-
sidered as noise. The origin of irregularities is poorly known, and often added externally to
the neuronal dynamis in the IF or SRM equations in order to mimi the unpreditability
of neuronal reordings.
2.1 Noise soures
We an distinguish between intrinsi noise soures that generates stohasti behavior on
the level of the neuronal dynamis and extrinsi soures arising from network eets and
synapti transmission.
 An omnipresent noise soure is the thermal noise. Due to the disrete nature of
eletri harge arriers, the voltage u aross any eletrial resistor R utuates at nite
temperature (Johnson noise). Sine neuronal dynamis is desribed by an equivalent
eletrial iruit ontaining resistors, the neuronal membrane potential utuates as
well. Flutuations due to Johnson noise are, however, of minor importane ompared
to other noise soures in neurons.
 Another noise soure arises from the nite number of ion hannels. Most ion hannel
have only two states: they are open or they are losed. The eletrial ondutivity
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of a path of membrane is proportionnal to the number of open ion hannels. For a
given onstant membrane potential u, a fration Pi(u) of ion hannels of type i is open
on average. So the ondutivity utuates and so does the potential. Note that there
exists models taking into aount the nite number of ion hannel, and that they an
reprodue the observed variability (Chow and White, 1996).
 Noise due to signal transmission and network eets (extrinsi noise): Synapti trans-
mission failures, randomness of exitatory and inhibitory onnetions, for instane.
2.2 Statistis of spike trains
One of my works during this study has been to establish a method to approximate spike
trains statistis for simple neuron models. In this setion we will explain basi onepts for
the statistial desription of neuronal spike trains. A entral notion is the interspike interval
(ISI) distribution. This study is based on some basi properties of the renewal proesses.
2.2.1 Input-dependant renewal systems
We onsider a single neuron suh as an IF or SRM unit. Conditionnally to the last ring
time tˆ < t, the membrane potential u is ompletely determined, for instane for the SRM
we have:
u(t|tˆ) = η(t− tˆ) +
∫ ∞
0
κ(t− tˆ, s)I(t− s)ds, (2.2.1)
and for the LIF model:
u(t|tˆ) = urexp
(
− t− tˆ
τ
)
+
1
C
∫ t−tˆ
0
exp
(
− s
τ
)
I(t− s)ds, (2.2.2)
Here we assumte that I is a given funtion of time. The problem an be desribed as :
Knowing the input and the last ring time tˆ we would like to predit the next spike
emitted.
In the absene of noise, the next ring time is determined by the threshold ondition
u = θ. In the presene of noise, the next time spike is the random time dened by the hitting
of u of the onstant barrier θ. The problem is to ompute the probability distribution of
the next ring time.
The sequene of spike times an be onsidered as a generalized renewal proess in the
equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). It would be a simple renewal proess if the proess I was
stationnary. If not, the proess depends both on the time elapsed till the last spike emitted
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and the time-shifted input I(t′), tˆ < t′ < t reeived till the last spike. These are alled
modulated renewal proess and has been studied by Reih et al for instane in 1998, or
non-stationnary renewal proess, or inhomogeneous Markov interval proess.
2.2.2 Interval distribution
The estimation of the ISI distributions has been widely studied from an experimental point
of view, given a ertain stationnary input (if the input is no more stationnary, then the
interspike intervals have not the same probability law). This allows experimentalists to
apply the lassial statistial treatments to the iid sequene of interspike intervals (the
durations between two onseutive spikes).
When the input is no more stationnary, experimentalists an also apply statistial meth-
ods on an isolated neuron stimulated by a known input urrent I(t) and with some unknown
noise soure. In this ase the law of the interspike interval is assumed to be absolutely on-
tinuous w.r.t Lebesgue's measure and we denote PI(t|tˆ) the probability density funtion.
As usually, we an dene the survivor funtion : SI(t|tˆ) = 1 −
∫ t
tˆ PI(t
′|tˆ)dt′ whih is
the probability that the neuron stays quiesent between tˆ and t. The rate of deay of the
survivor funtion (alled usuallu hasard funtion) is dened by
ρI(t|tˆ) = −
dSI(t|tˆ)
dt
SI(t|tˆ)
(2.2.3)
or equivalently
SI(t|tˆ) = exp
[
−
∫ t
tˆ
ρI(t
′|tˆ)dt′
]
First of all we will dene those variables in the very partiular ase of a stationnary
renewal proess.
2.2.3 Sationnary renewal proesses
First of all, in the ase of stationnary proesses, the ISI have the same law and depends only
on the time elapsed till the last spike. So we will simplify the notations the following way:
PI(t|tˆ) −→ P0(t− tˆ),
SI(t|tˆ) −→ S0(t− tˆ),
rhoI(t|tˆ) −→ ρ0(t− tˆ).
1. Mean Firing rate: First of all, let us dene the mean interval:
< s >=
∫ ∞
0
sP0(s)ds (2.2.4)
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The mean ring rate is dened as ν = 1<s> . Hene,
ν =
[∫ ∞
0
sP0(s)ds
]−1
=
[∫ ∞
0
S0(s)ds
]−1
(2.2.5)
(the equality omes by integration by parts).
2. Autoorrelation funtion: Consider a spike train Sj(t) =
∑
f δ(t− t(f)j ). of length
T . The autoorrelation funtion Cii(s) of the spike train is dened as the density
probability of nding two spikes separated by a time interval s:
Cii(s) =< Si(t)Si(t+ s) >t (2.2.6)
where < · >t denotes the average over time:
< f(·) >t= lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T/2
−T/2
f(t) dt
3. Noise spetrum: The power spetrum (or power spetral density) of a spike train
is dened as P(ω) = lim
T→∞
PT (ω) where PT (ω) is the power of a segment of length T
of the spike train,
PT (ω) = 1
T
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T/2
−T/2
Si(t)e
−iωt dt
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(2.2.7)
The power spetrum P(ω) is the Fourier transform Cˆii(ω) of the autoorrelation
funtion (Wiener-Khinhin theorem).
Proof.
Cˆii(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
< Si(t)Si(t+ s) > e
−iωsds
= lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T/2
−T/2
Si(t)
∫ ∞
−∞
Si(t+ s)e
−iωsdsdt
=
(
lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T/2
−T/2
Si(t)e
−iωtdt
)(∫ ∞
−∞
Si(s)e
−iωsds
)
=
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞−∞ Si(t)e−iωt dt
∣∣∣∣2
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Figure 2.1: Noisy Threshold: a neuron an re at time t with a probability ρ(u(t)− θ) even
though the membrane potential u has not reahed the threshold θ.
2.3 Esape noise
There are various way to introdue noise in formal spiking neuron models. In this setion
we fous on a "noisy threshold" (also alled esape or hasard model). We are interested in
the eet of the noise on the distribution of interspike intervals. In the esape model, we
onsider that the neuron an re even though the formal threshold θ has not been reahed
or may stay quiesent event though the formal threshold has been passed.
Mathematially, we introdue an "esape rate" (or ring intensity) whih depends on
the momentary state of the neuron (see Fig.2.1).
2.3.1 Esape rate and hasard funtion
Given an input I and the ring time tˆ of the last spike, we an ompute the membrane
potential of the SRM or an IF neuron from equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). In the deterministi
model the next spike ours when u reahes the threshold θ. In order to introdue some
variability into the generation of spike, we replae the strit threshold by a stohasti ring
riterion. In the noisy threshold model, spikes an our at any time with a probability
density depending on the position membrane potential (noisyless) w.r.t the threshold:
ρ = f(u− θ). (2.3.1)
In the point-proess theory, f is known as the "stohasti intensity", and we will also
refer to ρ as the ring intensity.
ρI(t|tˆ) = f(u(t|tˆ)− θ). (2.3.2)
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where ρI is nothing else than the hasard introdued in equation (2.2.3).
We an also in this type of onsiderations assume that the esape rate depends not only
on u but also on its time derivative u˙
ρI(t|tˆ) = f(u(t|tˆ), u˙(t|tˆ)). (2.3.3)
The hoie of the esape funtion f in (2.3.2) or (2.3.3)are arbitrary, but a reasonnable
ondition is to require f −→
u→−∞
0. This funtion ould also expliitly depend on the time
t− tˆ to model the refratory period.
2.3.2 Interval distribution and mean ring rate
In this setion we ombine the esape rate model with the onepts of renewal theory and
alulate the input-dependant interval distribution PI(t|tˆ) for esape rate models. We have:
PI(t|tˆ) = ρI(t|tˆ)exp
[∫ t
tˆ
ρI(t
′|tˆ)
]
dt′ (2.3.4)
For the sake of readability we assume here that the funtion f only depends on u, so it
yields:
PI(t|tˆ) = f(u(t|tˆ)− θ)exp
(
−
∫ t
tˆ
f(u(t′|tˆ)− θ)dt′
)
Let us now introdue refratoriness in the model. Consider u having the form:
u(t|tˆ) = η(t− tˆ) + h(t)
where h(t) =
∫∞
0 κ(s)I(t− s)ds. We have:
PI(t|tˆ) = f(η(t− tˆ) + h(t)− θ)exp
[
−
∫ t
tˆ
f(η(t′ − tˆ) + h(t′)− θ)dt′
]
Simulations have been made of this type of models by Gerstner and Kirstler and results
are showed in [22℄. we reprodue here in Fig 2.2. They show that with this model one an
reprodue the ISI distribution qualitatively found in ortial neurons.
2.4 Slow noise in the parameters
In this model some parameters of the neuron model are randomly reset after eah spike of
the neuron. This an be an approxination for instane if the noise is slow w.r.t. the neuronal
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Figure 2.2: A: Iterval distribution P0(s) for a SRM0 neuron with absolute refratory period
∆abs = 4ms followed by an exponentially dereasing afterpotential, stimulated by a onstant
urrent (the dierent urves orrespond to I0 = 0.7, 0.5, 0.3.
dynamis. In priniple, any of the neuron parameters (threshold, membrane time onstant,
refratory period, . . . ) an be aeted by this type of noise.
In this model one an ompute again the ISI for instane in a SRM model subjet to this
type of noise.
2.5 Diusive Noise
If we add a "noise term" in the LIF neuron equation (1.2.20), say a proess (ξ(t))t≥0 on the
right hand side of the equation, for instane a Brownian motion (in general multipliated by
σ
√
τm where σ models the amplitude of the noise and τm is the time onstant of the neuron,
it results a stohasti dierential equation:
τmdut = −u(t) dt+RI(t) dt+ dξt (2.5.1)
whih is an Ornstein-Uhlenbek proess. The neuron res every time the membrane poten-
tial hits the barrier θ. The analysis of eq. (2.5.1) with the threshold ondition is the topi
of this setion. But let us rst introdue why one an think at this model:
2.5.1 Stohasti spike arrival
A typial neuron reeives input spikes from thousands of other neurons whih in turn reeive
inputs form their presynapti neurons and so forth. It is obviously impossible to inorporate
all neurons in the brain into a huge network model. Instead it is reasonnable ot fous on a
spei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2.6 Stohasti resonane
2.7 Stohasti ring rates models
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Part II
Hitting Times Approximations
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Chapter 3
First passage density of a
ontinuous gaussian proess to a
general boundary
As we will show in the setion 6.2,hitting times in mathematial neurosiene are of partiular
interest, for instane to ompute the sequenes of spike times, whih an be onsidered as a
very interesting event of the neuronal dynamis. Those hitting times are useful for instane
to study the integrate-and-re models (see 1.2.3).
Most of the noisy models studied are dened by dierential equations. If we assume
that we are in a random environment, or if we model the dierent entries of eah neuron as
a noise (by a diusion limit for instane), the dynami of a single neuron under the ring
threshold will be driven by a stohasti dierential equation, and the spike time given by
the hitting time of this proess to the ring threshold, denoted θ in the sequel. Some models
assume this threshold an be a funtion.
On an other hand (see hapter 5), by means of the Dubins-Shwarz theorem, the ring
time of a neuron desribed by a diusion SDE hitting a xed boundary an be seen as a
Gaussian proess rossing a general boundary.
So the artile of J. Durbin [16℄, the rst-passage density of a ontinuous Gaussian proess
to a general boundary will be of partiular interest for us to study.
We give in this setion the main results of this artiles and the proofs.
This artile gives an expliit expression of the rst-passage density, whih is rather hard
to ompute usually. Then a series approximation is given, whih is omputationally simple
and whih onverges under some assumptions on the barrier to the exat probability density
funtion (pdf) of the hitting time.
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3.1 Introdution
Let Yt be a ontinuous Gaussian proess with mean 0
1
and ovariane funtion ρ(s, t) for
0 ≤ s ≤ t:
ρ(s, t) := E [Ys Yt] (3.1.1)
Let a(·) be a deterministi funtion whih is the boundary onsidered. We are interested
in the hitting time
τa := inf {t > 0; Yt = a(t)} (3.1.2)
We assume that this hitting time τa is absolutely ontinuous with respet to Lebesgue's
measure and denote p(t) its density. The aim of this setion is to ompute a ompat formula
for p(t) under mild restritions on a(t) and ρ(s, t).
Remark 1. Strassen in its paper [35℄ shown that atually when a(t) is of lass C1 then
the rst hitting time of the Brownian motion to the urve a(t) has a ontinuous pdf w.r.t.
Lebesgue's measure.
Sine the proess is ontinuous, we an assume without loss of generality that the bound-
ary is rossed from below. This ase is the ase in neurosiene for instane, and the rossing
from above an be obtain by replaing Y by −Y and a by −a.
In the following setion we dene the main tools useful for the omputation of the
probability density funtion (pdf) and introdue the theorems of representation of these
pdf.
3.2 Representation of the probability density funtion
Denition 3.2.1. Let I(s, Y ) be the indiator funtion:
I(s, Y ) := 1{Y did not rossed the boundary prior to time s} (3.2.1)
= 1{τa(Y )≥s}
Let b(t) be the limit, if it exists, dened by:
b(t) := lim
sրt
1
t− sE [I(s, Y ) (a(s)− Ys)|Yt = a(t)] (3.2.2)
This limit an be seen as the inverse of the derivative of the onditional expetation of
the funtion I(s, Y )(a(s)− Ys) onditionally to Yt = a(t).
1
if not we only have to substrat the mean funtion m(t) := E [Yt] to the proess Yt and study instead
of Yt the proess Yt −m(t) rossing the boundary a(t) −m(t) instead of a(t).
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Denition 3.2.2. Let f(t) be the density of Yt on the boundary, that is:
f(t) :=
1√
2πρ(t, t)
e−
a(t)2
2ρ(t,t)
(3.2.3)
Theorem 3.2.1. Assume that:
A.1 The boundary funtion a(t) is ontinuous in [0, t) and left dierentiable at t.
A.2 The ovariane funtion ρ(s, u) is positive denite and has ontinuous rst order partial
derivatives on the set : {(s, t); 0 ≤ s ≤ u ≤ t}2
A.3 The variane of the inrement y(t)− y(s) satises the ondition:
lim
sրt
1
t− sE
[
(y(t)− y(s))2] = λt (3.2.4)
where 0 < λt <∞.
Note that sine E
[
(y(t)− y(s))2] = ρ(t, t) − 2ρ(s, t) + ρ(s, s), (3.2.4) is equivalent to
the requirement:
lim
sրt
[
∂ρ(s, t)
∂s
− ∂ρ(s, t)
∂t
]
= λt (3.2.5)
Then the rst passage density of Yt to the boundary a(t) is given by:
p(t) = b(t) f(t) (3.2.6)
Remark 2. The struture of the formula (3.2.6) is very simple. Nevertheless the indiator
if very diult to handle, sine it is losely linked to the rst hitting time of the boundary.
The rst funtion b tells us everything we need to know prior to time t and the seond fator
f is only an information about the loal distribution of the proess on the barrier. However,
in the ases where the alulation of b is untratable, the formula (3.2.6) an be used to
onstrut approximations of the hitting time.
This theorem is proved in the artile [16℄ using the Gaussian properties of the proess
and referring to the behavior of the Brownian motion.
We will not show this theorem in suh a general form but rather show it for the Brownian
motion rossing a general boundary, just beause in our further studies we will only use the
"Brownian version" of this theorem.
2
where appropriate left (resp. right) derivatives are taken at s=t (resp. s = 0) and u = t
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Theorem 3.2.2. Let a be a ontinuous funtion on [0,∞) with ontinuous rst-order deriva-
tive on (0,∞), and suh that a(0) > 0.
Let B be a Brownian motion with B(0) = 0 and let T := inf{r > 0; Br = a(r)}.
Let p denote the probability density funtion of T , i.e. the Radon-Nikodym derivative of
the probability distribution of T with respet to Lebesgue's measure.
Denote q the transition density funtion of the Brownian motion B, i.e. for all t > 0
and x, y ∈ R :
q(t, x, y) =
1√
2πt
exp
{
− (y − x)
2
2t
}
. (3.2.7)
Then the probability density funtion satises the following xed-point equation:
(
a(t)
t
− a′(t)
)
q(t, 0, a(t)) = p(t) +
∫ t
0
p(r)
{
a(t)− a(r)
t− r − a
′(t)
}
q(t− r, a(r), a(t)) dr.
(3.2.8)
Proof. Let t > 0 be a xed real, and let y > a(t). If B(t) = y, then obviously T < t. Thus
by the strong Markov property of B, onditioning on the rst hitting time of the frontier
a(t), say r, we have:
q(t, 0, y) =
∫ t
0
p(r)q(t− r, a(r), y) dr (3.2.9)
We know the funtion q(t, x, y), and we an see easily that it is dierentiable with respet
to y and that this derivative is equal to − (y−x)t q(t, x, y). Let us now dierentiate (3.2.9)
with respet to y (say apply the dierential operator − ∂∂y ), we get:
y
t
q(t, 0, y) = − ∂
∂y
∫ t
0
p(r)q(t − r, a(r), y) dr
=
∫ t
0
p(r)
y − a(r)
t− r q(t− r, a(r), y) dr (3.2.10)
Indeed, we an dierentiate under the integral beause the integrand, after dierentia-
tion, is integrable (beause bounded on a nite interval, reall the form of the funtion q
dened in (3.2.7)).
Let now y → a(t). Let δ > 0 a xed number smaller than t. Let us denote:
I1(t, δ, y) :=
∫ t−δ
0
p(r)
y − a(r)
t− r q(t− r, a(r), y) dr (3.2.11)
I2(t, δ, y) :=
∫ t
t−δ
p(r)
y − a(r)
t− r q(t− r, a(r), y) dr (3.2.12)
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First of all we onsider the funtion I1(t, δ, y). Let now y → a(t). For y lose to a(t) we
have |y − a(r)| ≤ 1 + |a(r) − a(t)|, and we an bound the integrand with a L1 funtion on
(0, t− δ) so Lebesgue's theorem applies and we get the following limit:
I1(t, δ, y) −−−−−→
yցa(t)
∫ t−δ
0
p(r)
a(t) − a(r)
t− r q(t− r, a(r), a(t)) dr (3.2.13)
Finally we an take the limit when δ → 0 and we get:
lim
yցa(t)
lim
δց0
I1(t, δ, y) =
∫ t
0
p(r)
a(t) − a(r)
t− r q(t− r, a(r), a(t)) dr (3.2.14)
Let us now onsider I2 dened by (3.2.12) and let us ompute its limit when y → a(t)
and δ → 0. To do this, let us write (3.2.12) as:
I2(t, δ, y) :=
∫ t
t−δ
p(r)
(
y − a(t)
t− r +
a(t)− a(r)
t− r
)
q(t− r, a(r), y) dr
=
∫ t
t−δ
p(r)
1√
2π(t− r)
(
y − a(t)
t− r +Ar,t
)
e−
(y−a(t))2
2(t−r)
+Br,t,y dr (3.2.15)
where At,r =
a(t)−a(r)
t−r and Br,t,y =
1
2Ar,t(a(r) + a(t)− 2y).
Now we reall that the funtion
1
2π(t− r)
y − a(t)
t− r exp
{
− (y − a(t))
2
2(t− r)
}
tends in distribution to the Dira funtion at time t (it an be seen as the density funtion
at t− r of the hitting time of a(t) by a Brownian motion starting at y.
Note also that Bt,t,a(t) = 0
So we have :
I2(t, δ, y) −−−−−→
yցa(t)
p(t) +
∫ t
t−δ
Ar,tp(r)
1√
2π(t− r)e
1
2Ar,t(a(r)−a(t)) dr
= p(t) +
∫ t
t−δ
Ar,tp(r)
1√
2π(t− r)e
(a(r)−a(t))2
2(t−r) dr (3.2.16)
The integrand of the seond term of formula (3.2.16) is bounded so the integral tends to
0 when δ → 0.
Eventually we get:
lim
yցa(t)
lim
δց0
I2(t, δ, y) = p(t) (3.2.17)
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Finally we onlude using together (3.2.9), (3.2.14) and (3.2.17):
Introduing (3.2.14) and (3.2.17) in (3.2.10) we get :
a(t)
t
q(t, 0, a(t)) = p(t) +
∫ t
0
p(r)
a(t) − a(r)
t− r q(t− r, a(r), a(t)) dr
Then subtrating a′(t)q(t, 0, a(t)) and using the integral representation of q(t, 0, a(t))
given in (3.2.9), we have:
(
a(t)
t
− a′(t)
)
q(t, 0, a(t)) = p(t) +
∫ t
0
p(r)q(t − r, a(r), a(t))
(
a(t)− a(r)
t− r − a
′(t)
)
dr
(3.2.18)
Let us now prove the equivalene between Durbin's general representation (3.2.6) and
the xed point equation (3.2.8) in the ase of the Brownian motion.
Note that the xed point integral equation appearing makes sense intuitively beause in
the initial Durbin's theorem the indiator funtion used is the indiator of T < s this will
yield as we will see to the xed point equation.
Theorem 3.2.3. The xed point equation (3.2.8) is equivalent to Durbin's equation (3.2.6)
for the Brownian motion.
Proof. In the ase when the Gaussian proess is a Brownian motion, taking the notations
of theorem 3.2.1, we have:
f(t) = q(t, 0, a(t)). (3.2.19)
b(t) = lim
sրt
1
t− sE [1T≥s (a(s)− Ys)|Yt = a(t)]
= lim
sրt
1
t− sE [(a(s)− Ys)|Yt = a(t)]− limsրt
1
t− sE [1T<s (a(s)− Ys)|Yt = a(t)] (3.2.20)
=: E1 + E2
Then we know that the onditional expetation of Ys knowing Yt is
s
tYt.
So the rst term of (3.2.20) reads:
E [Ys|Yt = a(t)] = s
t
a(t)
= a(t) +
s− t
t
a(t) (3.2.21)
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Hene we get:
b(t) = lim
sրt
(
a(s)− a(t)
t− s +
a(t)
t
)
+ E2
=
a(t)
t
− a′(t) + E2 (3.2.22)
Let us now ompute the seond expetation (E2)
E2 = lim
sրt
1
t− sE [1T<s (a(s)− Ys)|Yt = a(t)]
= lim
sրt
∫ s
0
1
t− sE [(a(s) − Ys)|Yu = a(u), Yt = a(t)]
p(u)
q(t, 0, a(t))
du
onditioning on the rst hitting time u of the proess Y to the barrier a(t).
Let us now ompute the onditional expetation of Ys on the set : {Yu = a(u), Yt =
a(t)}. The strong Markov property of Y implies that the behavior of the path between u
and t is unaeted by the fat that the path of Y must not ross a(t) prior to u. This allows
us to ompute the onditional expetation, realling that the regression oeient of Ys on
Yt given Yu = a(u) is
s−u
t−u
E [Ys|Yt = a(t), Yu = a(u)] = a(u) + s− u
t− u (a(t)− a(u)) .
= a(t) +
s− t
t− u (a(t)− a(u))
So we get:
lim
sրt
E [a(s)− Ys|Yt = a(t), Yu = a(u)] = lim
sրt
a(s)− a(t)
t− s +
a(t)− a(u)
t− u
=
a(t)− a(u)
t− u − a
′(t)
So eventually the following formula for E2 holds:
E2 =
∫ t
0
(
a(t)− a(u)
t− u − a
′(t)
)
p(u)
q(t− u, a(u), a(t))
q(t, 0, a(t))
du (3.2.23)
So nally, using the formula (3.2.6), we have the xed point equation searhed:
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p(t) =
(
a(t)
t
− a′(t)
)
q(t, 0, a(t))
+
∫ t
0
(
a(t)− a(u)
t− u − a
′(t)
)
p(u)q(t− u, a(u), a(t)) du (3.2.24)
3.3 Approximations of the probability density funtion
As stated in setion 3.2, the indiator of (3.2.6) is diult to handle and there is no way to
ompute b(t) exept in very partiular ases.
The aim of this setion is to provide approximations of the probability density funtions
of hitting times of the Brownian motion to a general boundary using the representations
given in setion 3.2.
3.3.1 A series expression
The aim of this subsetion is to state and prove the series expression of the pdf searhed,
as Durbin did in its artile [17℄. In this paper the author provide a omputable form of the
pdf of the type:
p(t) =
k∑
j=1
(−1)j−1qj(t) + (−1)krk(t), k ∈ N (3.3.1)
where
qj(t) =
∫ t
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tj−2
0
[
a(tj−1)
tj−1
− a′(tj−1)
]
×
j−1∏
i=1
[
a(ti−1)− a(ti)
ti−1 − ti − a
′(ti−1)
]
f(tj−1, · · · , t1, t) dtj−1 · · · dt1 (t0 = t) (3.3.2)
and
rk(t) =
∫ t
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tk−1
0
b(tk)
k∏
i=1
[
a(ti−1)− a(ti)
ti−1 − ti − a
′(ti−1)
]
× f(tk, · · · , t1, t) dtk · · · dt1 (t0 = t) (3.3.3)
In (3.3.2) and (3.3.3), a′(·) denotes the derivative of a and f(tj−1, · · · , t1, t) denotes the
joint density of
(
Ytj−1 , . . . , Yt1 , Yt
)
on the boundary, i.e. at values a(tj−1), . . . a(t1), a(t).
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Assumption 3.3.1. In all the sequel we assume that:
a(s)
s
− a′(s) > 0 ∀s > 0 (3.3.4)
Remark 3. This assumption is equivalent to the requirement that the interept at s = 0
of the tangent to a(s) at s is stritly positive for all s.
Proof of the series expansion
Proof. [series expansion℄ The proof of the expansion (3.3.1) is done by indution.
First for k = 1, we use the xed point equation (3.2.24) and its proof and we have:
b(t) =
a(t)
t
− a′(t)−
∫ t
0
b(r)
[
a(t)− a(r)
t− r − a
′(t)
]
f(r|t)dr
= q1(t)− r1(t)
Let us now assume that equation (3.3.1) is true for a determined k and let us prove that
this equation holds for k + 1:
By denition (3.3.3), we have:
rk(t) =
∫ t
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tk−1
0
b(tk)
k∏
i=1
[
a(ti−1)− a(ti)
ti−1 − ti − a
′(ti−1)
]
× f(tk, · · · , t1, t) dtk · · · dt1 (t0 = t)
We extand this expression using the expression of b:
b(tk) = lim
sրt
1
tk − sE [1T≥s(a(s)− Ys)|Ytk = a(tk)]
=
a(tk)
tk
− a′(tk)−
∫ tk
0
b(tk+1)
[
a(tk)− a(tk+1)
tk − tk+1 − a
′(tk)
]
f(tk+1|tk, · · · , t1)dtk+1
using the same arguments as the ase k = 1.
So eventually we get
rk(t) = qk+1(t)− rk+1(t)
So the expansion (3.3.1) is proved.
Now the aim of the sequel is to prove that the rest (3.3.3) tends to zero so that the
trunated Durbin expansion will be an approximation of the real pdf.
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Error bounds and rate of onvergene.
Assumption 3.3.2. We assume in this setion that the boundary is wholly onave (i.e.the
boundary is onave everywhere).
Then for all s < r, we have: a(s)−a(r)r−s −a′(r) ≥ 0, so we an see immediately from (3.3.2)
and (3.3.3) that 0 ≤ rk(t) ≤ qk+1(t), provided that 0 ≤ b(r) ≤ a(r)r − a′(r) whih was the
assumption 3.3.1.
We denote α(r, τ) the tangent to a(τ) at τ = r. We denote I∗(s, Y ) the indiator
funtion of the event: "Y has rossed this tangent prior to time s", for s < r. It is well
known that the rst passage density of Y to a straight line boundary at time r is dr f(r),
where d = a(r)− a′(r)r and f(r) is the density of Yr on the line. (f for instane the proof
given for the Brownian with drift in setion 4.2.1).
Let us now apply Durbin's general formula for the rossing of the tangent, we get:
a(r)
r
− a′(r) = lim
sրr
1
r − sE [I
∗(s, Y )(α(r, s) − Ys)|Yr = a(r)]
We ompare this equation to the b(t) of the "original problem":
b(r) = lim
sրr
1
r − sE [I(s, Y )(a(s)− Ys)|Yr = a(r)]
Now, sine the boundary is wholly onave, then tangent is always "above" the boundary.
Every path whih fails to ross a(t) neessary fails to ross α(r, s) (or eah path rossing the
tangent has neessary already rossed the boundary). Mathematially, this remark means
that
I(s, Y ) ≤ I∗(s, Y )
From the onavity assumption, we also have that a(s) ≤ α(r, s) for all s < r. It follows
that b(r) ≤ a(r)r − a′(r) omparing the two expressions given above together with those
simple inequalities.
So we an onlude using the denition of the general term and the rest of the Durbin's
extension that rk(t) ≤ qk+1(t) for all k and t.
We note also that from the denition of Durbin's extension (3.3.1) that rk(t) = qk(t)−
rk−1(t) ≤ qk(t)
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Proof.
p(t) =
k∑
j=1
(−1)j−1qj(t) + (−1)krk(t)
=
k−1∑
j=1
(−1)j−1qj(t) + (−1)k−1qk(t) + (−1)krk(t)
=
k−1∑
j=1
(−1)j−1qj(t) + (−1)k−1rk−1(t)
Hene we have rk(t) = qk(t)− rk−1(t) ≤ qk(t).
This means that when omputing the series, the error is always bounded by the last term
omputed.
Assumption 3.3.3. Assume now that the boundary is wholly onvex.
We an make the same analysis between two integral variables ti, ti+1, we have the
following similar properties:

a(ti−1)−a(ti)
ti−1−ti − a′(ti−1) ≤ 0
 using assumption 3.3.1 q1 ≥ 0, q2 ≤ 0, q3 ≥ 0, and so on, thus the series
∑k
j=1(−1)j−1qj(t)
is a series of non-negative terms.
 rk(t) ≥ qk+1(t) so the bound obtain for the onave ase does not apply.
In the onvex ase we do not onsider the tangent to the funtion but the ord from the
point (0, a(0)) to (r, a(r)). By the onvexity of a(t) we know that the funtion a(u) is always
underneath this ord for 0 ≤ u ≤ r. Let β(s, τ) be the line joining those two points and I∗∗
denote the indiator of the event :"Y has rossed β(s, τ) prior to time s". Here as before
we only have to know the rst-passage time of the Brownian to an ane urve, whih is
a(0)
r f(r).
So we get:
a(0)
r
= lim
sրr
1
r − sE [I
∗∗(s, Y )(β(r, s) − Ys)|Yr = a(r)]
Here every path rossing a prior to time r must have rossed β(r, τ). so I(s, Y ) ≤
I∗∗(s, Y ) for all s < r, and we have a(s) ≤ β(r, s). Hene for the onave ase, b(r) ≤ a(0)r .
Finally, let uk denote the integral:
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uk(t) :=
∫ t
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tk−1
0
a(0)
tk
k∏
i=1
[
a(ti−1)− a(ti)
ti−1 − ti − a
′(ti−1)
]
× f(tk, · · · , t1, t) dtk · · · dt1 (t0 = t)
we have |rk(t)| ≤ |uk(t)|
Theorem 3.3.1. Under the assumption 3.3.2 or 3.3.3, we have
rk(t) −−−−→
k→∞
0 (3.3.5)
In the proof of the theorem we will use the following lemma, we state and prove before
the proof of the main theorem.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let W := (Wt)t≥0 be a standard Brownian motion. Then (ξt)t≤0 :=
(W−t)t≤0 is a Markov proess with the inhomogeneous transition density funtion :
p(s, x, t, y) =
1√
2πt(t− s)/se
−(y− tsx)2/2[ ts (t−s)]
(3.3.6)
Proof. The Brownian motion is learly a Markov proess, with transition density funtion:
p(s, x, t, y) =
1√
2π(t− s)e
− (y−x)2
2(t−s)
It is lear that ξt :=W−t is also a Markov proess. Indeed, let t ≤ 0, A ∈ Fξ≥t where Fξ
is the ltration assoiated to the proess ξ. Then A ∈ FW≤−t.
P
[
A|Fξ≥t
]
= P
[
A|FW≤−t
]
= P
[
A|FW=−t
]
by the Markov property of W
= P
[
A|Fξ=t
]
whih ends the proof of the Markovian property of ξ.
Let us now ompute the transition funtion.
Let s < t ≤ 0. The joint density pξs,ξt is given by:
pξs,ξt(x, y) = pW−s,W−t(x, y)
=
1√−2πt√2π(−s+ t)e−y2/(−2t)e−(x−y)2/(−s+t
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So now let us ompute the onditional probability density funtion:
pξt(y|ξs = x) =
pξs,ξt(x, y)
pξs(x)
=
1√
2πt(t− s)/se
− (y−(t/s)x)22(t/s)(t−s)
Proof. [ Theorem 3.3.1℄ Reall that
rk(t) =
∫ t
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tk−1
0
b(tk)
k∏
i=1
[
a(ti−1)− a(ti)
ti−1 − ti − a
′(ti−1)
]
× f(tk, · · · , t1, t) dtk · · · dt1 (t0 = t)
Let us denote γ(t) the maximum of |a(r)−a(s)r−s − a′(r)| for 0 < s < r ≤ t. We have:
|rk(t)| ≤ γ(t)k
∫ t
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tk−1
0
b(tk)f(tk, · · · , t1, t) dtk · · · dt1
≤ γ(t)k
∫ t
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tk−1
0
b(tk)f(tk|tk−1 · · · , t1, t)f(tk−1 · · · , t1, t) dtk · · · dt1
≤ γ(t)k
∫ t
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tk−2
0
f(tk−1 · · · , t1, t) dtk−1 · · · dt1
≤ γ(t)k
∫ t
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tk−2
0
k−1∏
i=1
f(ti|ti−1) dtk−1 · · · dt1 (t0 = 0)
For the last equality we have used the Markovian property of (Yt−s)s≥0 onditionally on
Yt whih is a diret onsequene of lemma 3.3.2. We also use this lemma again to nd the
onditional density f(ti|ti−1) (here note that ti ≤ ti−1).
f(ti|ti−1) = 1√
2πti(1− ti/ti−1)
e
− (a(ti)−a(ti−1)ti/ti−1)
2
ti(1−ti/ti−1)
So we get:
|rk(t)| ≤ γ(t)k(2π)−(k−1)/2
∫ t
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tk−2
0
k−1∏
i=1
1√
ti(1− titi−1 )
dtk−1 · · · dt1 (3.3.7)
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Let us now ompute the sequene of integrals. Fist put x = titi−1 . We have:∫ tk−2
0
1√
tk−1(1 − tk−1tk−2 )
dtk−1 =
√
tk−2
∫ 1
0
1√
x(1 − x) dx = π
√
tk−2
We then substitute this expression in the integral w.r.t tk−2, and get:
π
∫ tk−3
0
√
tk−2
1√
tk−2(1− tk−2tk−3 )
dtk−2 = πtk−3
∫ 1
0
1√
(1− x) dx
= 2πtk−3
We an ontinue this redution integral after integral and we will always get an expression
of the type:
π
∫ ti−1
0
√
tk−i−2i
1√
tk−2(1− titi−1 )
dti = t
(k−i)/2
i−1
∫ 1
0
1√
xk−i−2(1− x) dx
= B
(
k − i
2
,
1
2
)
t
(k−i)/2
i−1
=
Γ(k−i2 )Γ(
1
2 )
Γ(k−i+12 )
t
(k−i)/2
i−1
for all i = (k − 1), . . . , 1.
Finally we have :
∫ t
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tk−2
0
k−1∏
i=1
1√
ti(1− titi−1 )
dtk−1 · · ·dt1
=
k−1∏
i=1
Γ(k−i2 )
Γ(k−i+12 )
(πt)(k−i)/2 =
πk/2
Γ(k2 )
t(k−1)/2
And nally substituting in (3.3.7) we have :
|rk(t)| ≤ γ(t)k2−(k−1)/2
√
π
1
Γ(k2 )
t(k−1)/2 (3.3.8)
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And we onlude using Stirling's formula stating that Γ(k2 ) inreases muh more rapidly
than any kth power of a nite quantity as k → ∞, thus |rk(t)| −−−−→
k→∞
0, and the series
expansion onverge, and
p(t) =
∞∑
j=1
(−1)j−1qj(t) (3.3.9)
Remark 4. The trunated series of (3.3.9) is an approximation of the pdf p(t), but we
don't have any information on the rate of onvergene of the series.
3.3.2 An Iterative Approximation
In this setion we use the xed point expression (3.2.24) to get an iterative approximation
of the pdf p(t).
Reall that:
p(t) =
(
a(t) +
s− t
t
a(t)
)
q(t, 0, a(t)) +
∫ t
0
(
a(t)− a(u)
t− u − a
′(t)
)
p(u)q(t− u, a(u), a(t)) du
(3.3.10)
Here p(t) is a L1(R+, dt) funtion sine it is a probability density with respet to
Lebesgue's measure. L
1(R+, dt) is a Banah spae.
Let us denote T : L1 → L1 the operator dened for all f in L1 by:
Tf(t) :=
(
a(t) +
s− t
t
a(t)
)
q(t, 0, a(t))+
∫ t
0
(
a(t)− a(u)
t− u − a
′(t)
)
f(u)q(t−u, a(u), a(t)) du
(3.3.11)
Let us denote for the sake of simpliity
A(t) :=
(
a(t) +
s− t
t
a(t)
)
q(t, 0, a(t))
Φ(t, u) :=
(
a(t)− a(u)
t− u − a
′(t)
)
q(t− u, a(u), a(t))
So the operator T reads:
Tf(t) := A(t) +
∫ t
0
Φ(t, u)f(u) du (3.3.12)
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whih is known as a linear integral operator (or a linear Volterra integral operator).
The pdf we searh is a xed point of T , i.e. p = Tp.
The method of approximation (refered as Piard's method) onsists in dening a sequene
of L
1
funtions dened by reurrene, and prove that this sequene onverge to the xed
point
Let f ∈ L1 be the initial ondition of the sequene. Put p0 := f . We dened by indution
the sequene pn by:
pn+1 = Tpn (3.3.13)
Let us now reall the lassial denitions for an operator in a Banah spae K. For more
details on this subjet we refer to [4℄.
Denition 3.3.1. For an operator T : K → K, we say it is :
1. ontrative with ontrativity onstant α ∈ [0, 1) if
‖T (u)− T (v)‖K ≤ α‖u− v‖K ∀ u, v, ∈ K
2. non expansive if
‖T (u)− T (v)‖K ≤ ‖u− v‖K ∀ u, v, ∈ K
3. Lipshitz ontinuous if ∃L ≥ 0 suh that:
‖T (u)− T (v)‖K ≤ L‖u− v‖K ∀ u, v, ∈ K
Theorem 3.3.3. [Banah xed-point theorem℄ Assume that K is a non-empty losed
set in a Banah spae V and that T : K → K is a ontrative mapping with ontrativity
onstant α ∈ [0, 1). Then the following results hold:
1. Existene and uniqueness: There exists a unique u ∈ K suh that
u = T (u).
2. Convergene and error estimates of the iteration: For any u0 ∈ K the sequene {un} ⊂
K dened by un+1 = T (un) is a Cauhy sequene and onverges to u:
‖un − u‖ −−−−→
n→∞
0
For the error, the following bounds are valid:
‖un − u‖V ≤ α
n
1− α‖u0 − u1‖V
‖un − u‖V ≤ α
1− α‖un−1 − un‖V
‖un − u‖V ≤ α‖un−1 − u‖V
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The proof of this theorem is very lassial and we will not reprodue it here. It is based on
proving that the sequene un is a Cauhy sequene. The uniity is given by the ontratane
of the operator and the existene by the onvergene of un.
In the representation of the pdf of the rst hitting time, we have a linear integral equation.
For instane if we assume that u ∈ C([a, b], [a, b]) for xed reals a and b (wih is not the
ase in general) and with the uniform norm, the operator T is Lipshitz ontinuous with
Lipshitz onstant α:
α := max
a≤x≤b
∫ b
a
|Φ(t, u)|du
So the operator is ontratant if α ∈ [0, 1).
This approah has not been studied yet, but is a way of approximating the pdf p without
any assumption on the onvexity (or onavity) of the boundary a. This will allow us
to study a sinusoïdal entry for a neuron, whih is often the ase of study in ustomary
neurosiene model experiments. This is also the ase studied in the publiation for the
NeuroComp onferene [18℄ using the Durbin expansion (where we do not have any proof of
the onvergene of the series) and the Monte-Carlo method.
3.4 Appliation to some simple ases
In this setion we show that the rst term of Durbin's development (i.e. putting I ≡ 1)
gives the real pdf of the hitting time, in the ase of the Brownian motion rossing a onstant
boundary,
3.4.1 Hitting time of the Brownian Motion to a linear boundary
In its artile [16℄, Durbin proves that the equation (3.2.6) where he replaes the indiator
funtion by the onstant funtion 1 gives diretly the true pdf of the Brownian motion
rossing a linear boundary, wih is well known analytially (see 4.2.1 where we ompute this
formula).
This idea is exploited by the author to provide an approximation of the hitting time
when the boundary beomes inreasingly remote.
In the following setion we show for a more omplex problem that omitting the indiator
funtion in Durbin's funtion b(t) give us the true pdf for the Ornstein-Uhlenbek proess
rossing the onstant frontier 0.
3.4.2 Hitting time of the Brownian Motion to an onstant bound-
ary
In this setion we onsider an Ornstein-Uhlenbek proess X . Let σ and α be two pos-
tive numbers and B := (Bt)t be a standard Brownian motion. The assoiated Ornstein-
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Ulhenbek proess (Xt)t is dened to be the unique solution of the stohasti dierential
equation: {
dXt = −αXtdt+ σdBt
X0 = x0 > 0
(3.4.1)
We know that the probability density funtion of the hitting time of the onstant barrier
0 an be omputed ([1, 29℄) diretly. Note that this is a very partiular frontier (it is the
"equilibrium state" of the proess). For any other frontier there is no losed form for this
density funtion.
The formula of this pdf is given by:
p(t) =
x0
σ
√
2π
exp
{
− x
2
0αe
−αt
2σ2sh(αt)
+
αt
2
}(
α
sh(αt)
) 3
2
(3.4.2)
We prove that this result is the rst Durbin approximation of this pdf.
First of all, using the notations of Durbin's theorem about the gaussian proesses, we
reall that:
Xt = x0e
−αt + σ
∫ t
0
e−α(t−s)dWs (3.4.3)
From this equation we an state that:
 Xt is a gaussian proess and for all xed t ≥ 0, we have:
Xt ∼ N (x0e−αt, σ2(1− e−2αt),
 the ovariane funtion is given by:
ρ(s, t) = σ2
[
e−α|t−s| − e−α(t+s)
]
(3.4.4)
Proof. Let s ≤ t. we have:
ρ(s, t) = σ2E
[∫ t
0
∫ s
0
e−α(t+s)e−α(u+v)dWudWv
]
= 2σ2e−α(t+s)
∫ s
0
e−2αudu
=
σ2
α
(e−α|t−s| − e−α(t+s))
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 it admits the stationnary distribution N (0, σ2). (apply Kolmogorov -or Foker-Plank
- equation).
So this is a Gaussian proess. To get into the framework of Durbin's theorem we will
not onsider the proess Xt (beause it is not entered) but the proess Xt − x0e−αt. This
proess is entered, starts form 0 and has to reah the frontier −x0e−αt, so the rossing
will our from above. To have a proess rossing the frontier from below, let us dene the
gaussian proess Y suh that Yt = x0e
−αt −Xt. This is a entered Gaussian proess, and
we are searhing the hitting time of the barrier a(t)x0e
−αt
whih is strily above 0 at t = 0
so the proess Y will ross a(t) from below. The hitting time of Yt to a(t) has the same law
as the hitting time of X to 0.
Now, we show that what we will all the "rst approximation" of Durbin, i.e Durbin's
formula replaing the indiator funtion by one, gives us the real pdf of this proess (3.4.2).
Proposition 3.4.1. Let b1 be the "rst" approximation of Durbin's funtion b(t), dened
by:
b1(t) := lim
sրt
1
t− sE [(a(s)− Ys)|Yt = a(t)] (3.4.5)
=
a(t)
ρ(t, t)
∂ρ(s, t)
∂s
∣∣∣∣
s=t
− a′(t) (3.4.6)
Then we have
p(t) = b1(t)f(t) (3.4.7)
Proof. Reall that:
Yt := x0e
−αt −Xt
The proess Y is a entered gaussian proess of ovariane funtion ρ starting from 0.
The boundary we onsider now is the funtion a(t) := x0e
−αt
. We an easily see that
assumptions A.1 and A.2 of theorem 3.2.1 are satised :
1. the boundary funtion a(t) = x0e
−αt
is ontinuous on [0, t) and left dierentiable at t
2. The ovariane funtion is given by (3.4.4), and it is lear that it is positive denite
with ontinuous rst-order derivatives.
3. The assumption A.3 an be shown using:
lim
sրt
[
∂ρ(s, t)
∂s
− ∂ρ(s, t)
∂t
]
= 2σ2
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Let us now ompute the funtion b1: we have:
 ρ(t, t) = σ
2
α (1 − e−2αt)

∂ρ(s,t)
∂s
∣∣∣
s=t
= σ2α(1 + e−2αt)
 a′(t) = −αx0e−αt
So
b1(t) = lim
sրt
1
t− sE [(a(s)− Ys)|Yt = a(t)]
= lim
sրt
(
a(s)− ρ(s, t)
ρ(t, t)
a(t)
)
= lim
sրt
(
a(s)− a(t) + ρ(t, t)− ρ(s, t)
ρ(t, t)
a(t)
)
= −a′(t) + 1
ρ(t, t)
∂ρ(s, t)
∂s
|s=ta(t)
= 2αx0
e−αt
1− e−2αt = x0
α
sh(αt)
Let us now ompute the funtion f(t) (distribution of Y on the barrier):
f(t) =
1√
2πρ(t, t)
e−
a(t)2
2ρ(t,t)
=
1
σ
√
2π(1− e−2αt/αexp
{
− x
2
0e
−2αt
2sigma2(1− e−2αt)/α
}
=
√
αe
α
2 t
σ
√
2πsh(αt)
exp
{
− x
2
0e
−2αt
2sigma2(1− e−2αt)/α
}
So eventually we get:
p1(t) = b1(t)f(t)
= x0
(
α
sh(αt)
) 3
2 1
σ
√
2π
exp
{
− x
2
0e
−2αt
2sigma2(1− e−2αt)/α +
α
2
t
}
= p(t) using formula as (3.4.2)
So here replaing the indiator by 1 does not hange anything and we still get the good
formula.
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Chapter 4
Computing the Laplae transform
of the rst hitting time
In this hapter we give some formulas and proof for omputing the Laplae transforms of
some hitting times for diusion proess to a onstant or moving boundary. We refer to these
formulas as Feynman-Ka formulas.
Then we apply this tehnique to ompute the Laplae transforms of Hitting times
for some lassial proesses (Brownian motion, Brownian motion with drift and Ornstein-
Uhlenbek proess. We also use this haraterization to prove the onvergene in law and
almost surely of those hitting time of a onstant barrier when the starting point of the
proess tends to the barrier.
4.1 Feynman-Ka formulas and Laplae transforms of
Hitting Times
Let X := (Xt, t ≥ 0) be a multi-dimensional diusion proess of innitesimal generator L
and B := ((B
(i)
t )t≥0)i=1,...,d be a multi-dimensionnal Brownian motion. The aim of this
setion is to prove a link between some funtionals of X and PDEs. For more details on
diusion proesses we refer to [23, 5, 36℄. The diusion proess studied here satises the
equation:
dXt = b(Xt)dt+ σ(Xt)dBt (4.1.1)
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We assume that b and σ are bounded and at least C1. Let L be the diusion operator
assoiated to the diusion proess (4.1.1)
Lf(x) := 1
2
d∑
i,j=1
ai,j(x)
∂2
∂xi∂xj
f(x) + (b(x) · ∇)f(x) (4.1.2)
where a(x) = (ai,j(x))i,j ∈ Md is the symmetrial matrix dened by a(x) = σ(x)σT (x). In
all this setion we assume that the operator L is uniformly ellipti, i.e.
∃Λ > 0
d∑
i,j=1
ai,j(x)ξiξj ≥ Λ
d∑
i=1
ξ2i ∀x, ξ ∈ Rd (4.1.3)
In all the setion, we'll use a real funtion, denoted q, and alled potential, in referene
with the Shrödinger theory.
We onsider the operator, alled Shrödinger operator, dened by :
Gu(x) := Lu(x) + q(x)u(x) (4.1.4)
The goal of the setion is to haraterize solutions of PDEs involving the operator G
of (4.1.4) in terms of X , and eventually to haraterize using this method the Laplae
transforms of hitting times of a one dimensional diusion proess. The formulas obtained
this way are alled Feyman-Ka formulas.
4.1.1 Some Feynman-Ka formulas
In this setion we state and prove some Feynman-Ka formulas linking solution of some
PDEs and the diusion proess X .
Theorem 4.1.1. Let D be a smooth bounded domain, q a C2 funtion on D¯, f a ontinuous
funtion on ∂D. Let τD be the rst hitting time of the border of D (∂D) by the proess X :
τD := inf{t > 0;Xt ∈ ∂D} = inf{t > 0;Xt ∈ ∂D}
Let u be the solution of the PDE equation with Dirihlet ondition :{ Lu(x) + q(x)u(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ D
u(x) = f(x) ∀x ∈ ∂D (4.1.5)
If q is suh that :
Ex
[
e
R τD
0 q
+(Xs)ds
]
<∞ (4.1.6)
where q+(x) := max(q(x), 0).
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Then u solution of (4.1.5) an be written :
u(x) = Ex
[
f(XτD)e
R τD
0 q(Xs)ds
]
(4.1.7)
Proof. Let Yt :=
∫ t
0
q(Xs)ds and onsider the stohasti proess e
Ytu(Xt). It's formula
gives the following expression for this proess :
eYtu(Xt) = u(X0) +
∫ t
0
eYsu(Xs)dYs +Mt +
∫ t
0
eYsLu(Xs)ds
= u(X0) +Mt +
∫ t
0
eYs(Lu(Xs) + q(Xs)u(Xs))ds
= u(X0) +Mt +
∫ t
0
eYsGu(Xs)ds (4.1.8)
(4.1.9)
where Mt denotes a loal martingale assoiated, whih reads :
Mt =
d∑
i=1
∫ t
0
eYsbi(Xs)
∂u
∂xi
(Xs)ds
Then let stop the proess under onsideration at the stopping time τD. Let Sn :=
inf{t; dist(Xt, ∂D) < 1/n}. We learly have Sn ր
n→∞
τD. Then sine u ∈ C2(D¯) we have
Mt∧Sn is a martingale for all n ∈ N. Let us take the expetation and apply the optimal
stopping theorem to (4.1.8). Stopping the proess at time Sn ensures us that Gu(Xs) is 0
beause Xs is always inside the domain D.
eYt∧Snu(Xt∧Sn) = u(X0) +Mt∧Sn and taking the expetation
Ex
[
eYt∧Snu(Xt∧Sn)
]
= u(x)
Finally, letting n→∞ and using Lebesgue's theorem (the funtion u is bounded inside
the domain D and the hypothesis (4.1.6) ensures us to have a L1 bound) we get :
Ex
[
eYt∧τDu(Xt∧τD)
]
= u(x) ∀t > 0
We an onlude letting t→∞, sine the expetation onverges by Lebesgue's theorem.
Theorem 4.1.2. Under suitable onditions on q, D and g , the solution of{ Lu(x) + q(x)u(x) = −g(x) ∀x ∈ D
u|∂D = 0 (4.1.10)
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is given by
u(x) = Ex
[∫ τD
0
g(Xs)e
R
s
0
q(Xr)dr ds
]
(4.1.11)
Theorem 4.1.3. Under suitable onditions on q, f and D , the solution of{
∂u
∂t = Lu(x) + q(x)u(x) ∀x ∈ Rd
u(x, 0) = f(x)
(4.1.12)
is given by
u(x, t) = Ex
[
f(Xt)e
R
t
0
q(Xs)ds
]
(4.1.13)
The proofs of theorems 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 are very similar to that of theorem 4.1.1, thus
left to the reader.
4.1.2 Appliation : Charaterization of hitting times for onstant
boundaries
Let X = (Xt; t > 0) be a one-dimensional diusion proess given by the equation :
dXt = b(Xt)dt+ σ(Xt)dBt (4.1.14)
where B = (Bt)t≥0 is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion.
Let Tx0 be the rst passage-time of X to the xed barrier x0 and let uλ(x) be the Laplae
transform of Tx0 onditionally on the fat that X0 = x.
Tx0 := inf{t > 0;Xt = x0}
uλ(x) := Ex
[
e−λTx0
]
, λ ≥ 0 (4.1.15)
Theorem 4.1.4. Assume that x < x0. The Laplae transform uλ(x) is solution of the
following PDE together with limit onditions :
Luλ(x)− λuλ(x) = 0
uλ(x0) = 1
lim
x→−∞
uλ(x) = 0
(4.1.16)
Remark 5. The ase x > x0 an be treated in the same way with only a few hanges as
stated in the beginning of the setion.
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Proof. In the book of Bass [5, Theorem IV.3.4℄, a proof totally based on theorem 4.1.1 ([5,
Theorem II.4.1℄ ) is given, taking D = (−∞, x0). But obviously, this domain in not bounded
so we need further elements.
With the notations of the proof of theorem 4.1.1, we have Yt = −λt.
Neessary ondition:
We assume that the solution of equation (4.1.16) exists and is regular. Let us denote
τnx0 := inf{t > 0;Xt = x0 or Xt = −n}
Then using It's formula stopped at time τnx0 together with the existene assumption of
a regular solution, we get that the loal martingale of It's extension is a real martingale,
so when we take the expetation it holds :
Ex
[
e−λt∧τ
n
x0u(Xt∧τnx0 )
]
= uλ(x)
We assumed the existene of a solution u to equation (4.1.16), so by denition u is regular
on (−∞, x0) and tends to 0 in −∞, and to 1 at x0 so is bounded on its denition domain.
Therefore we an apply Lebesgue's onvergene theorem to let t→∞:
t ∧ τnx0
a.s.−−→ τnx0
Xt∧τnx0
a.s.−−−−−−−−−−−→
(path ontinuity)
Xτnx0 = x0Y − n(1− Y )
uλ(Xt∧τnx0 )
a.s.−−−−−−−−−−−→
(regularity of uλ)
uλ(Xτnx0 ) = uλ(x0)Y + uλ(−n)(1 − Y )
where Y = 1τx0<τ−n .
So we have:
Ex
[
e−λτx0uλ(x0)1τx0<τ−n
]
+Ex
[
e−λτ−nuλ(−n)1τx0>τ−n
]
= uλ(x) (4.1.17)
We know from eq.(4.1.16) that uλ(x) −−−−→
x→∞
0. So the term
Ex
[
e−λτ−nuλ(−n)1τx0>τ−n
]
of eq. (4.1.17), whih is learly bounded by uλ(−n), vanishes when n→∞.
Moreover, we know that the diusion will not explode as soon as the oeients of the
diusion operator are Lipshitz. So τ−n −−−−→
n→∞ ∞ and the indiative funtion 1τx0<τ−n tends
to 1τx0<∞ when n → ∞. We reall that uλ(x0) = 1, so the term inside the expetation is
bounded by 1 and we an apply Lebesgue's theorem and we get the result:
Ex
[
e−λTx0
]
= Ex
[
e−λTx01Tx0<∞
]
+Ex
[
e−λTx01Tx0=∞
]
= Ex
[
e−λTx01Tx0<∞
]
= uλ(x)
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whih ends the proof of the neessary ondition.
So if a regular solution of (4.1.16) exists, then it is equal to the Laplae transform of Tx0 .
Suient ondition:
We still need to prove that this equation (4.1.16) admits regular solutions. This problem is
not solved here, and in the ases treated later we'll exhibit solutions of this equation.
Theorem 4.1.5. The Laplae transform of the hitting time of a diusion with generator L
an be written:
Ex
[
e−λTx0
]
=
Ψλ(x)
Ψλ(x0)
(4.1.18)
where Ψλ(·) is proportional to the unique inreasing positive solution of
LΨλ = λΨλ
(i.e. the eigen value of the diusion operator L assoiated to the eigen value λ).
Proof. The proof is not very diult but introdue some new lemmas, we won't reprodue
it here and refer for instane to the exellent book of It and MKean [23, Chapt. 4.6℄.
4.1.3 Appliation : Charaterization of hitting times for moving
boundaries
We still onsider in this setion a one-dimensional diusion proess X = (Xt; t > 0) given
by the equation :
Xt = b(Xt)dt+ σ(Xt)dBt (4.1.19)
where B = (Bt)t≥0 is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion.
Let a(t) be the boundary, and τa(X) the rst passage time of X to the boundary. We
have already seen Durbin's method to haraterize those hitting times. In this setion we
provide a paraboli dierential equation with boundary and limit onditions governing the
Laplae transform of this hitting time.
We denote uλ(x) be the Laplae transform of τ
a(X) onditionally on the fat that X0 =
x.
τa(X) := inf{t > 0;Xt = a(t)}
uλ(x) := Ex
[
e−λτ
a(X)
]
, λ ≥ 0 (4.1.20)
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Theorem 4.1.6. Assume that x < a(0). Then the Laplae transform uλ(x) = vλ(0, x)
where vλ(t, x) is solution of the following PDE together with limit onditions :
∂tvλ(t, x) + Lvλ(t, x)− λvλ(t, x) = 0
vλ(t, a(t)) = 1
lim
x→−∞
vλ(t, x) = 0
(4.1.21)
Proof. The proof of the neessary ondition, i.e. assuming that a regular solution (C1,2),
the proof is very similar to the one of theorem 4.1.4.
To prove this theorem we only have to use It's formula to the (assumed) C1,2 funtion
e−λtv(t,Xt). The loal martingale will be a real martingale (it is neessary to bound the
proess X also to get a martingale, as we did in the last proof), and the optimal stopping
theorem will apply and we will eventually get:
Ex
[
e−λτ
a(X)
]
= vλ(0, x)
4.2 Appliations
In this setion we study some properties of the hitting times appearing in setion 6.2, useful
in the sequel. The problem of hitting times of Brownian motion and Ornstein-Ulhenbek
proess has been widely studied. In this setion, we only revisit and prove some useful
properties for the network we will study in setion 6.2.
4.2.1 Brownian Motion Hitting Times
In the setion 6.2.1 we have written the probability density of the hitting time of a onstant
boundary of the Brownian motion. In this setion, we derive this formula for the Brownian
motion and the Brownian motion with drift, and obtain the expetation of this hitting time
is innite. We establish that this hitting time is almost surely nite, exept in a speial ase
of the Brownian motion with drift where we show that there is a stritly positive probability
of never hitting the boundary.
Standard Brownian motion
Theorem 4.2.1. Let (Bt)t≥0 be a standard Brownian motion, starting from 0. Let T a be
the hitting time of a, i.e. the rst time the Brownian motion Bt is equal to a, namely :
T a := inf {t ≥ 0;Bt = a}
Then its Laplae transform reads :
E
[
e−λT
a
]
= e−
√
2λa ∀λ ≥ 0 (4.2.1)
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whih is known to be the Laplae transform of the inverse Gaussian
a2
B21
. So T a is abso-
lutely ontinuous w.r.t. Lebesgue's measure. We denote p(t) its probability density (i.e.
P [T a ∈ dt] =: p(t) dt ). We an write:
p(t) =
|a|√
2πt3
e−a
2/2t t > 0 (4.2.2)
So with this expression we an see that T a is almost surely nite and
E [T a] =∞ (4.2.3)
Proof. First of all let's ompute the Laplae transform. It's easily done using the exponential
martingale and the optional sampling theorem [26℄. T a is learly a stopping time sine it's
the rst passage time of a ontinuous proess.
It's well known that the proess eθBt−
θ2
2 t
is a martingale. Then we see that eθBt∧Ta−
θ2
2 t∧Ta
is a bounded martingale so a uniformly integrable martingale. The optional sampling theo-
rem applies, so we have :
∀t ≥ 0 E
[
eθBt∧Ta−
θ2
2 t∧Ta
]
= 1
Then letting t→∞ and using Lebesgue's theorem we have :
E
[
e−
θ2
2 T
a
]
= e−θa
So that we obtain the formula (4.2.1).
To nd the atual probability density we an use the inverse laplae transform or use
the reetion priniple. This priniple states that
P [T a < t] = P [T a < t;Bt > a] +P [T
a < t;Bt < a]
= P [Bt > a] +P [T
a < t;Bt < a]
= P [Bt > a] +E [1Ta<tP [Bt < a|FTa ]]
= P [Bt > a] +E [1Ta<tP [Bt−Ta+Ta −BTa < 0|FTa ]]
= P [Bt > a] +E
[
1Ta<tP
[
B˜t−Ta < 0|FTa
]]
(Strong Markov property)
= P [Bt > a] +
1
2
P [T a < t]
So we have the repartition funtion of T a
P [T a < t] =
√
2
π
∫ ∞
a/
√
t
e−x
2/2 dx
and dierentiating w.r.t. t we get the p.d.f. of T a (4.2.2).
Now with this probability density funtion, we an see that the expetation is innite,
beause the expetation is the integral of a funtion equivalent to
C√
t
when t→∞.
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Proposition 4.2.2. The hitting time of the onstant barrier x of the Brownian motion
starting form 0 tends in distribution and in probability to 0 when x tends to 0.
Proof. The onvergene in distribution omes from the onvergene of the Laplae transform
of T a to 1 when a→ 0 (see theorem 4.2.6 and setion A.2).
Let us now prove the onvergene in probability. Let ε be a positive real. We onsider
the probability of the event {T a > ε} :
P [T a > ε] =
∫ ∞
ε
|a|√
2πt3
e−a
2/2t dt
The integrand tends almost surely to 0 when a→ 0 and has the upper bound :
∀t > 0, ∀a > 0, |a|√
2πt3
e−a
2/2t ≤ |a|√
2πt3
whih is integrable on [ε,∞) so we an apply Lebesgue's theorem and we onlude that
∀ε > 0 P [T a > ε] −−−→
a→0
0
whih is the denition of the onvergene in probability.
Brownian motion with drift
The key onept to study the Brownian motion with drift is the Girsanov's theorem (or
the partiular ase of the Cameron-Martin formula). Details on the Girsanov theorem are
not given here, we refer to [26, Chapter 3.5 ℄). Let W := (Wt)t be a standard Brownian
motion and γ 6= 0 a real number. We onsider the proess Xt := Wt−γt. By the Girsanov's
theorem, the proess X is a Brownian motion under the measure
Qγ |Ft = eγUt−
γ2
2 t
W|Ft
where Ut is the anonial proess.
This means that ∀A ∈ Ft
Qγ(A) = E
[
1Ae
γWt−γ
2
2 t
]
Under this new probability Qγ , Xt is a standard Brownian motion, so Wt = Xt + γt is
a Brownian motion with drift γ.
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Qγ [Tb ≤ t] = E
[
1Tb≤te
γWt− γ
2
2 t
]
= E
[
1Tb≤te
γWt∧Tb−
γ2
2 t∧Tb
]
beause{Tb ≤ t} ∈ FTb∧t
= E
[
1Tb≤te
γb−γ22 Tb
]
=
∫ t
0
eγb−
γ2
2 t
P [Tb ∈ dt] (4.2.4)
Now, realling from (4.2.2) the probability density funtion of Tb yields the density of Tb
under Qγ :
Qγ(Tb ∈ dt) = |b|√
2πt3
exp
[
− (b− γt)
2
2t
]
dt, t > 0 (4.2.5)
Finally, letting t→∞ in equation (4.2.4), we an write :
Qγ(Tb <∞) = eγbE
[
e−
1
2 γ
2Tb
]
and so we obtain from (4.2.1) :
Qγ(Tb <∞) = eγb−|γb| (4.2.6)
In partiular, a Brownian motion with drift γ 6= 0 reahes the level b 6= 0 with probability
one if and only if γ and b have the same sign. If γ and b have opposite signs, the density is
defetive in the sense that Qγ(Tb < ∞) < 1. In this ase, the probability of never rossing
the barrier b is equal to (4.2.6). This diers a lot from the behavior of the standard Brownian
motion. Nevertheless, one an prove again the regularity of these hitting time w.r.t. b, as
stated in proposition 4.2.3
Proposition 4.2.3. The hitting time of the onstant barrier x of the Brownian motion with
drift γ starting form 0 tends in distribution and in probability to 0 when x tends to 0.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of theorem 4.2.2. Here we haven't omputed
the Laplae transform of Hitting times so we will use the onvergene in probability to prove
the onvergene in law.
Here again the only argument to use is Lebesgue's theorem :
|b|√
2pit3
exp
[
− (b−γt)22t
]
≤
|b|√
2pit3
whih is integrable on the intervals of the type [ε,∞) with ε > 0. On the other hand,
the expression (4.2.5) tends obviously to 0 when b → 0 for all t > 0 so Lebesgue's theorem
gives us the onvergene in probability of the hitting time sequene to 0 when b→ 0.
Then we know that the onvergene in probability implies the onvergene in law so
nally the proposition is proved.
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Remark 6. We have proved in theorems 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 that the hitting times onverge in
probability to 0. This means also that there is a subsequene whih onverges to 0 almost
surely. Let us now show that this sequene of hitting times tends to 0 almost surely.
Proposition 4.2.4. The family of hitting times (Tb)b≥0 tends to 0 almost surely when
b→ 0.
Proof. The denition of the onvergene almost sure of a sequene of random variables Xn
to a random variable X means that there exist Ω˜ ⊂ Ω suh that P
[
Ω˜
]
= 1 and :
∀ω ∈ Ω˜, ∀ε > 0, ∃N suh that n ≥ N ⇒ |Xn(ω)−X(ω)| ≤ ε
Let Ωε denote the subset
⋃
N≥0
⋂
n≥N
{|Xn−X | ≤ ε}. We have Ω˜ =
⋂
ε>0
Ωε. We have ε→ Ωε
is inreasing, so taking the intersetion over ε > 0 is equivalent to taking the intersetion:
Ω˜ =
⋂
p≥1
Ω1/p. So nally the onvergene almost sure is equivalent to the property:
∀ε > 0, P
 ⋃
N≥0
⋂
n≥N
{|Xn −X | ≤ ε}
 = 1 (4.2.7)
We will prove this property in our ase. The sequene is indexed by R but this same
argument is still valid, beause the sequene of hitting times of the Brownian motion starting
from 0 to reah b is monotonous.
We are interested in the sequene Xn := T1/n. and X = 0.
We have:
∪
k≥n
{|Xk −X | > ε} = ∪
k≥n
{T1/k > ε}
= {T1/n > ε}
And we have:
P
[
T1/n > ε
] ≤ 1n ∫∞ε 1√2pit3 dt
≤ 1n
[
− 1
2
√
2pit
]∞
ε
≤ 12n 1√2piε −−−−→n→∞ 0
whih ends the proof.
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4.2.2 Ornstein-Ulhenbek hitting times
General properties of Ornstein-Ulhenbek proesses
Let B := (Bt)t≥0 be a standard Brownian motion. The assoiated Ornstein Ulhenbek
(OU) proess U := (Ut)t≥0 with parameter λ ∈ R is dened to be the unique solution of
the equation {
dUt = −λUtdt+ dBt
U0 = x ∈ R (4.2.8)
This linear equation when integrated gives the following expression for U :
Ut = x e
−λt +
∫ t
0
eλ(s−t)dBs ∀t ≥ 0 (4.2.9)
By the Dubins-Shwarz theorem, there is a Brownian motion W := (Wt)t≥0 dened on
the same probability spae, suh that∫ t
0
eλsdBs = Wτ(t), t ≥ 0 (4.2.10)
where τ(t) = 12λ(e
2λt − 1). Hene, the representation Ut = e−λt(x +Wτ(t)) holds. This
representation was rst introdued by Doob in [15℄ to study some path properties of U .
With this representation we an see that U has almost surely ontinuous paths whih are
nowhere dierentiable. Assume that λ > 0. In this ase U is positive reurrent and its
semigroup has a unique invariant measure whih is the law of a entered Gaussian random
variable with variane
1
2λ .
The proess U is a Feller proess (.f. for instane Revuz [31, setion I.5℄ for denition
and properties), with innitesimal generator denoted L, given on C2b by:
Lf(x) = 1
2
∂2f
∂x2
(x) − λx∂f
∂x
(x), x ∈ R (4.2.11)
Next, denote by P
(λ)
x the law of U when U0 = x ∈ R. Then thanks to Girsanov's
theorem, for any xed t > 0, the following absolute ontinuity relationship holds :
dP(λ)x |Ft = exp
(
−λ
2
(B2t − x2 − t)−
λ2
2
∫ t
0
B2sds
)
dWx|Ft (4.2.12)
whereWx stands for the law of a Brownian motion starting at x.
Remark 7. Note that the Radon-Nikodym derivative (4.2.12) is a true martingale.
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Hitting times of a onstant barrier of the Ornstein-Ulhenbek proess
The properties of hitting times of the OU proess has been widely studied. For instane, in
[1℄, the authors give three representations of the probability density of these proesses, and
in [32℄ we have an expliit expression of the moments of those hitting times. In this setion
we fous on the regularity properties of those hitting times. The main results of this setion
is the onvergene in law (whih is more general as stated in remark 8) and the onvergene
almost sure of the hitting time of the onstant threshold x starting from y when y → x.
Let a ∈ R be a given xed real number and introdue the rst passage time of the proess
U and B :
Ha := inf{t ≥ 0;Ut = a} (4.2.13a)
T a := inf{t ≥ 0;Bt = a} (4.2.13b)
The law of Ha (resp T a) is absolutely ontinuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure and its
density will be denoted p
(λ)
x→a(·) (resp px→a(·)). We fous in this hapter on the ase x < a,
i.e. the proess starts below the barrier. The symmetri ase x > a an be treated in the
same way hanging U by −U (whih is also an OU proess), x in −x and a in −a.
First of all let us ompute the Laplae transform of Ha, well known sine Siegert [34℄
and Breiman [7℄. We'll give here an elementary proof of this.
Proposition 4.2.5. For x < a the Laplae transform of Ha is given by
Ex
[
e−αH
a
]
=
H−α/λ(−x
√
λ)
H−α/λ(−a
√
λ)
=
eλx
2/2D−α/λ(−x
√
2λ)
eλa2/2D−α/λ(−a
√
λ)
(4.2.14)
where Hν stands for Hermite funtion and D−α/λ for the paraboli ylinder funtions re-
spetively (see Lebedev [27, hapter 10 ℄ for a preise study of those funtions or the setion
A.1).
Proof. We use the hitting time haraterization given by Feynman-Ka equations, proved
in setion 4.1.2. The Laplae transform of the rst passage time is given by theorem 4.1.4
as the unique solution of the boundary value problem :
Lu(x) = αu(x), for x < a
u(a) = 1
lim
x→−∞
u(x) = 0
(4.2.15)
Here the theory applies sine the oeients of the diusion operator L are C∞. This is
a singular value problem sine the interval is not bounded. Nevertheless one an prove that
the solution to the above problem takes the form :
Ex
[
e−αH
a
]
=
ψα(x)
ψα(a)
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where ψα(·) is up to some multipliative onstant, the unique inreasing positive solution
of the equation Lψα = αψα. By denition of Hermite funtions, see A.1, we get ψα(x) =
H−α/λ(x
√
λ), whih ompletes the proof of the rst equality. Indeed, the equation (4.1.16)
reads : 
1
2
∂2u
∂x2 (x)− λx∂u∂x (x)− αu(x) = 0
u(x0) = 1
lim
x→−∞
u(x) = 0
The dierential equation satised by Hν is
f ′′ − 2zf ′(z) + νf(z) = 0
Let g(x) = H−α/λ(−x
√
λ). We have :
g′(x) =
√
λH′−α/λ(−x
√
λ)
g′′(x) = λH′′−α/λ(−x
√
λ)
1
2
g′′(x)− λxg′(x)− αg(x) = 1
2
λH′′−α/λ(−x
√
λ)− xλ
√
λH′−α/λ(−x
√
λ)− αH−α/λ(−x
√
λ)
=
λ
2
(
H−α/λ”(z)− 2zH′−α/λ(z)−
α
λ
H−α/λ(z)
)
|z=x√λ
= 0
The two fundamental solutions of the linear dierential equations are H−α/λ(x
√
λ) and
H−α/λ(−x
√
λ). The funtion ψα is up to a positive onstant the one that is inreasing. With
the series expansion of Hermite's funtions (A.1.2), it's lear that the inreasing funtion
researhed ψα = H−α/λ(−x
√
λ). The seond equality relies on the relation between Hν and
Dν .
We are now onerned with the regularity of τxy := inf{t > 0;Xt = x|X0 = y}. The two
following theorems give us the onvergene in law and almost surely of the random variables
τxy when y → x.
Theorem 4.2.6. The sequene of random variables (τxy )y≤x onverges in law (in distribu-
tion) to 0 when y tends to x :
τxy
L−−−→
y→x
0
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Proof. Here we prove and use a lassial result of stohasti proess analysis. The proof
relies on the fat that the Laplae transform of the random variable τxy onverges to the
Laplae transform of 0.
Indeed, the Laplae transform of τxy reads, aording to (4.2.14) :
Ex
[
e−ατ
x
y
]
=
H−α/λ(−y
√
λ)
H−α/λ(−x
√
λ)
It's lear with the series expansion of the Hermite funtions (A.1.2) that the Hermite
funtion is stritly positive for any real negative argument and is ontinuous, so here the
Laplae transform is dened and ontinuous for all y ≤ x. When y → x, the Laplae
transform tends to 1 whih is the Laplae transform of the random variable identially 0.
We know that the Laplae transform ompletely determines a probability distribution. We
an prove that when a sequene of probability measures Pn has their Laplae transforms
onverging to the same Laplae transform of a distribution, then the sequene is tight (see
A.2 for a proof of this or the book of Billingsley [6℄), so the sequene is relatively ompat.
Any limit point of the sequene has the same Laplae transform so the limit is unique and
the sequene onverges weakly (or in distribution/law).
Eventually, the theorem is proved.
Remark 8. This result is muh more general than the partiular ase of the Ornstein-
Ulhenbek proess. This proof an be driven without major hange for any diusion proess,
provided the regularity of the Laplae transform. For instane it is the ase of the Brownian
motion hitting time to a onstant barrier, whih has the Laplae transform given by (4.2.1).
We now prove that the sequene of hitting times (τxy )y≤x of the Ornstein-Ulhenbek
proess onverges also almost surely to 0 when y → x. To do this we use the expetation of
this hitting time, dierentiating the Laplae transform of Ha with respet to the parameter.
So rst we need the expression of the dierential of the Laplae transform (4.2.14). To have
more simple expressions of this Laplae transform, let us write, using together (4.2.14) and
the expression of the Hermite funtion (A.1.1):
u(α) := Ex
[
e−αH
a
]
=
H−α/λ(−x
√
λ)
H−α/λ(−a
√
λ)
=
ϕ(−α/λ,−x√λ)
ϕ(−α/λ,−a√λ) (4.2.16)
where
ϕ(ν, z) = φ(−ν
2
,
1
2
; z2)− 2
√
2z
Γ(1−ν2 )
Γ(−ν2 )
φ(
1− ν
2
,
3
2
; z2) (4.2.17)
This formula is straightforward using Γ(− 12 ) = −2Γ(12 ).
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Lemma 4.2.7. The funtion ϕ(ν, z) is dierentiable w.r.t. ν and its derivative reads :
∂ϕ
∂ν
(ν, z) = −1
2
φ(1)
(
−ν
2
,
1
2
; z2
)
−
√
2z
(
−Γ
′(1−ν2 )
Γ(− ν2 )
+
Γ(1−ν2 )Γ
′(− ν2 )
Γ(− ν2 )2
)
φ
(
1− ν
2
,
3
2
; z2
)
+
√
2z
Γ(1−ν2 )
Γ(−ν2 )
φ(1)
(
1− ν
2
,
3
2
; z2
)
(4.2.18)
where φ(1)(α, β; z) denotes the derivative w.r.t. the rst argument of the onuent hyper-
geometri funtion :
φ(1)(α, β; z) =
∂φ
∂α
(α, β; z) =
∞∑
n=0
d(α)n
dα
1
(β)n
zn
n!
whih is ontinuous and dierentiable.
The dierential of ϕ(·, ·) is ontinuous and its value at ν = 0 is :
∂ϕ
∂ν
(ν, z)|ν=0 = −1
2
φ(1)(0,
1
2
; z2)−
√
2πzφ(
1
2
,
3
2
; z2) (4.2.19)
Proof. The rst expression is straightforward, dierentiating the expression (4.2.17). We
obtain (4.2.19) taking the limit of (4.2.18) at ν = 0. To nd this limit we use the well
known limit :
|Γ(z)| −−−→
z→0
∞
together with the representation of the one over Gamma funtion used in [40℄ to onlude.
1
Γ(z)
= zexp
(
γz −
∞∑
k=2
(−1)kζ(k)zk/k
)
where ζ(·) is the Riemann zeta funtion and γ is the Euler-Masheroni onstant1.
Dierentiating this expression gives us :
Γ′(z)
Γ(z)2
= eγz−
P
∞
k=2
(−1)kζ(k)zk
k + (γ −
∞∑
k=2
(−1)kζ(k)zk−1) 1
Γ(z)
The rst term tends to 1 when z → 0 and the seond one tends to 0, so Γ′(z)Γ(z)2 −−−→z→0 1
and we have (4.2.19)
Theorem 4.2.8. The sequene of hitting times (τxy )y≤x tends to 0 almost surely when y ր x:
τxy
almost surely−−−−−−−−→
yրx
0
1ζ(n) =
P∞
n=1 n
−k
and γ = limn→∞
`Pn
k=1
1
k
− log(n)
´
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Proof. We use the representation of the Laplae transform of the hitting times (τxy )y≤x given
by (4.2.16). We show that the expetation of these hitting times exists, and onverges to 0
when y → x, whih gives us the almost sure. The expetation of a random variable, if it
exists, is the derivative in 0 of the Laplae transform w.r.t. the argument of the transform
E
[
τxy
]
=
du(α)
dα
∣∣∣∣
α=0
= − 1
λ
(
∂ϕ
∂ν (0,−x
√
λ)
ϕ(0,−a√λ) −
∂ϕ
∂ν (0,−a
√
λ)ϕ(0,−x√λ)
ϕ(0,−a√λ)2
)
= − 1
λ
(
∂ϕ
∂ν
(0,−x
√
λ)− ∂ϕ
∂ν
(0,−a
√
λ)
)
(4.2.20)
Now we use the expressions of
∂ϕ
∂ν given in the lemma 4.2.7, and use the ontinuity of
these funtion to onlude that the expetation of τxy tends to 0 uniformly, so the (positive)
hitting time τxy tends to 0 almost surely when y ր x.
Remark 9. Note that this theorem is not as general as theorem 4.2.6, beause we need
some properties of regularity on the funtion ψα appearing in the proof of proposition 4.2.5.
For instane we have already proved that for the hitting times of the Brownian motion, we
ould not apply the same tehnique, sine the expetation of the hitting times is always
innite. In this partiular ase, the funtion ψα is null when α = 0.
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Chapter 5
Numerial Approximation of the
pdf for some simple types of
neuron models
In this hapter we apply the results of hapter 3 for some simple types of neuron models.
Numerial approximation has been done with the help of Theodore Papadopoulo
1
who
implemented in C++ the equations, and with the help of Etienne Tanrï¾½footnoteINRIA,
Sophia-Antipolis, Omega projet for the Monte-Carlo Simulations.
This hapter is also the ontents of a future oral ommuniation at the NeuroComp
onferene whih will take plae in Pont-ï¾½Mousson on November 23-24 of this year. It
has been done together with Olivier Faugeras, Theodore Papadopoulo, Denis Talay, Etienne
Tanrï¾½Mireille Bossy and me.
5.1 Introdution
The dynamis of the disharge of neurons in vivo is greatly inuened by noise. It is generally
agreed that a large part of the noise experiened by a ortial neuron is due to the intensive
and random exitation of synapti sites. The impat of noise on neuronal dynamis an
be studied in detail in a simple spiking neuron model, the integrate-and-re (IF) neuron
[37℄. For more ompliated models the authors usually make use of the framework of the
Fokker-Plank equation assoiated to a set of stohasti dierential equations desribing the
dynamis of the neuron membrane potential in the presene of synapti noise [33℄. Sine
this equation annot in general be solved analytially, the authors resort to various plausible
approximations to obtain analytial results in various extreme ase [10, 20℄. In this paper
1
INRIA, Sophia-Antipolis, Odyssï¾½ projet
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we outline a method that an produe the statistis of the inter-spikes time intervals for any
input urrent and for a variety of synapti noise types.
5.2 Monte-Carlo Method
A method used in this study to have an approximation of the hitting time is the Monote-
Carlo Method. We will not explain in details this very lassial method here, but just reall
the priniple of this method, sine we show some numerial simulations based on Monte-
Carlo.
This method onsists in simulating the trajetories of the proess using independent
Brownian inrements. The time is disretised, and we simulate a large number of inde-
pendent trajetories. We onsider that the proess has rossed the boundary either if the
simulation point is other the boundary, or we an ompute the probability of rossing the
boundary when two onseutive points are underneath the boundary.
5.3 Integrate and re with instantaneous synapti on-
dutanes
The simplest model we onsider is the integrate and re where the membrane potential u
follows the stohasti dierential equation
τdu = (µ− u(t))dt+ Ie(t)dt + σdW,
with initial ondition u(0) = 0, where τ is the time onstant of the membrane, µ a reversal
potential, Ie(t) the injeted urrent and W (t) a Brownian proess representing synapti
input. The neuron emits a spike eah time its membrane potential reahes a threshold θ.
The membrane potential is then reinitialized to the initial value, i.e. 0. We are interested in
haraterizing the sequene {ti}, i = 1, · · · , ti > 0, ti+1 > ti when the neuron emits spikes.
5.3.1 The time of the rst spike
The problem of haraterizing the rst time t1 when the membrane potential reahes the
threshold θ is dened as
t1 = inf{t : t > 0, u(t) = θ},
where u(t) is given by the following expression
u(t) = µ(1− e− tτ ) + 1τ
∫ t
0
e
s−t
τ Ie(s) ds+
σ
τ
∫ t
0
e
s−t
τ dW (s)
The ondition u(t) = θ an be rewritten as∫ t
0
e
s
τ dW = τσ
[
(θ − µ)e tτ + µ− 1τ
∫ t
0 e
s
τ Ie(s) ds
]
≡ b(t) (5.3.1)
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In order to haraterize t1 we need the following
Lemma 5.3.1. Let X(t) =
∫ t
0 e
s
τ dW (s) The stohasti proess X(t) is a Brownian motion
if we hange the time sale: X(t) = W
(
τ
2
(
e2
t
τ − 1
))
.
Proof. This lemma is in fat a diret onsequene of the Dubins-Shwarz theorem [26℄. We
provide an elementary proof for ompleteness. Let r = τ2
(
e2
t
τ − 1
)
, it is a monotonously
inreasing funtion of t equal to 0 for t = 0. For all times 0 < r1 < r2 < · · · < rn,
the random variables X(r1), X(r2)−X(r1), . . .X(rn) −X(rn−1) are independent beause
W is a Brownian motion. Finally, it is easy to see that X(t2) − X(t1) is distributed as
N(0,
∫ t2
t1
e2
s
τ ds) whih implies that X(r2)−X(r1) is distributed as N(0, r2 − r1).
We an now rewrite the threshold rossing ondition above as
W (r) = τσ
[
(θ − µ)
√
2
τ r + 1 + µ− 1τ
∫ r
0
I˜e(s) ds
]
,
where
I˜e(s) =
Ie(
τ
2 log
(
2
τ s+ 1
)
)√
2
τ s+ 1
The time t1 at whih the membrane potential reahes the threshold θ is obtained from the
time r1 at whih the Brownian motion W reahes for the rst time the urve a(r) dened
by the equation
y = a(r) = τσ
[
(θ − µ)
√
2
τ r + 1 + µ− 1τ
∫ r
0 I˜e(s) ds
]
,
by the formula
t1 :=
τ
2
log(
2
τ
r1 + 1)
The orresponding problem has been studied in partiular by Durbin [16, 17℄ who provides
an integral equation for the probability density funtion (pdf) of r1. From this integral
equation he dedues a series approximation of the pdf and proves onvergene when the
urve is onave or onvex.
This result is summarized in the next theorem.
Theorem 5.3.2 (Durbin). LetW (τ) be a standard Brownian motion for τ ≥ 0 and y = a(τ)
be a boundary suh that a(0) > 0 and a(τ) is ontinuously dierentiable for τ ≥ 0. The rst-
passage density p(t) of W (τ) to a(t) an be written as
p(t) =
k∑
j=1
(−1)j−1qj(t) + rk(t),
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where
qj(t) =
∫ t
0
qj−1(s)(
a(t)− a(s)
t− s − a
′(t))f(t|s) ds j ≥ 1.
a′(t) is the derivative of a(t) and q0 is given by
q0(t) = (
a(t)
t
− a′(t))f0(t),
where f0(t) is the density of W (t) on the boundary, i.e.
f0(t) = (2πt)
−1/2 exp(−a(t)2/2t),
and f(t|s) is the joint density of W (s) and W (t)−W (s) on the boundary, i.e.
f(t|s) = f0(s)(2π(t− s))−1/2 exp(−(a(t)− a(s))2/(2(t− s))).
The remainder rk(t) goes to 0 if a(τ) is onvex or onave.
As an appliation of the above, we onsider two examples.
Constant intensity
In this ase the membrane potential is the realization of an Ornstein-Uhlenbek proess. The
funtion a(r) is onvex, hene the hypotheses of Durbin's theorem are satised. Moreover
some analytial results have been obtained for the rst moment of the law of the rst passage
time. In table 5.1, we show the suessive approximations of the values of the integral of
the law (whih should be equal to 1); the mean value is found to be equal to 1.93 (whih is
the value found by the analytial formula found in, e.g., [32℄). The values of the parameters
are θ = σ = 2, µ = τ = 1.
time-terms 3 5 7 9
103 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
105 0.98 0.95 0.95 0.95
107 1.12 0.97 0.98 0.98
109 1.44 1.01 0.99 0.99
Table 5.1: Values of the integral of the estimated pdf for Ie = 0. The left olumn indiates
the range of the values of r, the rst line the number of terms in the series approximation.
Periodi intensity
We hoose Ie(t) = sin(2πft). Table 5.2 is similar to 5.1. The parameters are the same as in
the previous example, f = 1. It is seen that Durbin's series onverges very quikly. Figure
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time-terms 3 5 7 9
103 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.88
105 0.86 0.97 0.96 0.96
107 0.82 1.00 0.98 0.98
109 0.88 0.97 1.00 0.99
Table 5.2: Values of the integral of the estimated pdf for Ie = sin(2πt).
5.1 shows the shape of the pdf of the rst passage time and the rst four terms in the series
approximation. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 indiate that a very good approximation of the pdf an
be obtained with only 5 terms in the series. The total omputation time is 8 seonds on a
2GHz omputer for 800 sample points.
q3
q2
pdf
q1
q4
 
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Figure 5.1: Four terms of the series approximation of the pdf when Ie(t) = sin(2πt) and the
resulting pdf (the horizontal sale is in r units).
5.3.2 Validation of these approximations
In the ase when the intensity is onstant, we an ompute using the Laplae transform
of the Ornstein-Ulhenbek proess the moments of the law of the rst hitting time. Then
using those simulations we an ompute the empirial rst, seond and third moments of
the law. The validation here was meant to ompare those three values and to see wether
the simulations were stable or not.
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Time t
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Figure 5.2: Monte-Carlo approximation of the pdf when Ie(t) = sin(2πt)
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To ompute the moments of the law, I refer to the artile of Riiardi and Sato [32℄. In
this artile the authors give a rather ompliated method to ompute the moments of the
Ornstein-Ulhenbek proess.
In our ase, we are only interested in the rst three moments, so we give here the expliit
formulae of those moments:
Theorem 5.3.3. We denote α := µσ and β :=
σ
θ
√
τ
.
Let us dene the three following funtions:
Φ1(z) :=
1
2
∞∑
n=1
(
2
β
)n
1
n!
Γ(
n
2
)(z − α)n
Φ2(z) :=
1
2
∞∑
n=1
(
2
β
)n
1
n!
Γ(
n
2
)
(
Ψ(
n
2
)− Ψ(1)
)
(z − α)n
Φ1(z) :=
3
8
∞∑
n=1
(
2
β
)n
1
n!
Γ(
n
2
)(z − α)nρ(3)n
where Γ is the gamma funtion, Ψ(z) = Γ
′(z)
Γ(z) is the digamma funtion, and
ρ(3)n =
(
Ψ(
n
2
)−Ψ(1)
)2
+
(
Ψ′(
n
2
)−Ψ′(1)
)
Then let X be our OU proess starting from 0. Let T be the hitting time of this proess
to the barrier θ. We have:
E [T ] = τ(Φ1(1)− Φ1(0)) (5.3.2)
E
[
T 2
]
= τ2(2Φ1(1)
2 − Φ2(1)− 2Φ1(1)Φ1(0) + Φ2(0)) (5.3.3)
E
[
T 3
]
= τ3
{
6Φ1(1)
3 − 6Φ1(1)Φ2(1) + Φ3(1)
−6(Φ1(1)2 − 3Φ2(1))Φ1(0) + 3Φ1(1)Φ2(0)− Φ3(0)
}
(5.3.4)
With the variables we hose in our simulations, we obtain, using maple and trunating
the series appearing in the denitions of Φi the referene values. Then we ompute the
empirial expetation, rst and seond moment for dierent parameters. The results are in
the table 5.3.
5.3.3 The times of the next spikes
The previous analysis and results an be extended to the times t2, . . . tn of the next spikes.
We disuss how to determine tn given tn−1, i.e. how to ompute p(tn|tn−1). The senario is
similar to the one used to ompute t1.
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method E [T ] E
[
T 2
]
E
[
T 3
]
theoretial values 1.9319289 7.1356162 40.0830265
Durbin, 30 terms, Tmax = 10
36
, step = 10−2 1.9292822 7.1269290 39.8541918
Monte-Carlo, 106 realizations, step = 10−4 1.932180 7.139402 40.079556
Table 5.3: Values of the rst 3 moments of the Ornstein-Ulhenbek proess and the empirial
values, for the parameters: θ = σ = 2, µ = τ = 1
We know that the proess ut is strongly Markovian (diusion proess with Lipshitz
oeients, see [26, 36℄). Conditionally on the stopping time tn−1, determining the interspike
interval redues to the problem of determining the rst stopping time t1. The only dierene
is that the random time shift tn−1 appears in the input Ie (but the onditioning allows us
to apply the same method as before).
More preisely, we have for r ≥ 0
u(tn−1 + r) = µ(1− e−
r
τ ) + 1τ
∫ r
0
e
s−r
τ Ie(s+ tn−1) ds+ στ
∫ r
0
e
s−t
τ dW (s). (5.3.5)
Let rn be the n
th
interspike interval. We have tn = tn−1 + rn. The same loal martingale
as in setion 5.3.1 an be used. The Dubins-Shwarz' theorem yields the same hange of
variables and eventually the rossing ondition reads :
W˜r =
τ
σ
{
(θ − µ)
√
2
τ
r + 1 + µ− 1
τ
∫ r
0
I˜(n)e (s)ds
}
,
where
I˜(n)e (s) =
Ie(
τ
2 log
(
2
τ s+ 1
)
+ tn−1)√
2
τ s+ 1
.
Finally, the problem of nding the sequene of stopping times (tn)n≥1 is equivalent to the
problem of nding the rst stopping time. Furthermore, we an see that the sequene (tn)
is a Markov hain, and that if the input is onstant, the interspike intervals are independent
and identially distributed.
5.4 Integrate and re with exponentially deaying synap-
ti ondutanes
We modify the model of setion 5.3 to inlude exponentially deaying synapti ondutanes.{
τdu = (µ− u(t))dt+ Ie(t)dt+ Is(t)dt
τsdIs = −Is(t)dt+ σdW
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We an integrate this system of stohasti dierential equations as follows. The rst equation
yields
u(t) = µ(1− e− tτ ) + 1τ
∫ t
0 e
s−t
τ Ie(s) ds+
1
τ
∫ t
0 e
s−t
τ Is(s) ds,
the seond equation an be integrated as
Is(t) = Is(0)e
− tτs +
σ
τs
∫ t
0
e
s−t
τs dW (s),
where Is(0) is a given random variable. We dene
1
α =
1
τ − 1τs . Replaing in the rst
equation Is(t) by its value in the seond equation we obtain
u(t) = µ(1− e− tτ ) + 1τ
∫ t
0
e
s−t
τ Ie(s) ds+
Is(0)
1− ττs
(e
− tτs − e− tτ )+
σ
ττs
e−
t
τ
∫ t
0
e
s
α
(∫ s
0
e
s′
τs dW (s′)
)
ds
5.4.1 The time of the rst spike
We prove the following
Lemma 5.4.1. Let X(t) =
∫ t
0
e
s
α
(∫ s
0
e
s′
τs dW (s′)
)
ds, the stohasti proess X(t) is a
Brownian motion if we hange the time sale:
X(t) =W
(
(τ − τs)2e2
t
τ − τs(τ + τs)e2
t
α + 4ττse
t
α − τ(τ + τs)
)
.
Proof. This result is also a onsequene of the Dubins-Shwarz' theorem. We provide a short
elementary proof. By exhanging the order of integration in the denition of X(t) (Fubini's
theorem, whih here is equivalent to an integration by parts) we obtain
X(t) =
∫ t
0
e
s′
τs
(∫ t
s′
e
s
α ds
)
dW (s′) = α
∫ t
0
e
s′
τs (e
t
α − e s
′
α ) dW (s′),
and the result follows from the omputation of f(t) = α2
∫ t
0 e
2
s′
τs (e
t
α − e s
′
α )2 ds′.
In the same line of idea as in setion 5.3, we an express the problem of haraterizing
the time t1 at whih the membrane potential reahes the threshold θ as that at whih
X(t) +
ατs
σ
Is(0)(e
t
α − 1) = ττs
σ
[
(θ − µ)e tτ + µ− 1
τ
∫ t
0
e
s
τ Ie(s) ds
]
,
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or equivalently at whih
W (r) +
ατs
σ
Is(0)(e
f−1(r)
α − 1) = ττs
σ
[
(θ − µ)e f
−1(r)
τ + µ− 1
τ
∫ r
0
I˜e(s) ds
]
,
where f is the funtion dened in the proof of lemma 5.4.1 and
I˜e(s) = e
f−1(s)
τ
Ie(f
−1(s))
f ′(f−1(s))
It is easy to verify that if τ > τs, f is monotonously inreasing. The time t1 at whih
the membrane potential reahes the threshold θ for the rst time is therefore obtained,
onditionally on the random variable Is(0), from the time r1 at whih the Brownian motion
reahes for the rst time the urve a(r) dened by the equation
y = a(r) =
ττs
σ
[
(θ − µ)e f
−1(r)
τ + µ− 1
τ
∫ r
0
I˜e(s) ds
]
− ατs
σ
Is(0)(e
f−1(r)
α − 1)
by Durbin's theorem and the formula
t1 = f
−1(r1)
5.4.2 The times of the next spikes
As in the ase of instantaneous synapti ondutanes, we an extend our analysis and
ompute the onditional probabilities p(tn|tn−1), or rather p(tn|tn−1, Is(0)), as follows. For
t > tn−1, let us denote r = t − tn−1. We know that the proess Is is Markovian, hene
onditionally on tn−1 and by the uniqueness of Is we obtain:
Is(tn−1 + r) = Is(tn−1)e
− rτs +
σ
τs
∫ r
0
e
s−r
τs dW (s).
Conditionally on tn−1 we an integrate the equation from this origin, and we obtain the
following expression for the membrane potential:
u(t) = u(tn−1 + r) = µ(1− e−
r
τ ) + 1τ
∫ r
0 e
s−r
τ Ie(s+ tn−1) ds+
Is(tn−1)
1− ττs
(e
− rτs − e− rτ )+
σ
ττs
e−
r
τ
∫ r
0
e
s
α
(∫ s
0
e
s′
τs dW (s′)
)
ds
Here again the problem is exatly the same as nding the rst spike time. The only dierene
is that we ondition on tn−1, and this only amounts to hange Is(0) to Is(tn−1) and Ie(·) by
Ie(·+ tn−1). The time tn at whih the membrane potential reahes the threshold θ for the
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rst time after tn−1 is therefore obtained, onditionally on the random variables Is(0) and
tn−1, from the time rn at whih the Brownian motion reahes for the rst time the urve
a(r) dened by the equation
y = a(r) =
ττs
σ
[
(θ − µ)e f
−1(r)
τ + µ− 1
τ
∫ r
0
I˜(n)e (s) ds
]
− ατs
σ
Is(tn−1)(e
f−1(r)
α − 1),
where f(t) = α2
∫ t
0 e
2
s′
τs (e
t
α −e s
′
α )2 ds′ is the hange of time sale used in the proof of lemma
5.4.1, and
I˜(n)e (s) = e
f−1(s)
τ
Ie(f
−1(s) + tn−1)
f ′(f−1(s))
.
Finally we obtain tn by Durbin's theorem and the formula
tn = tn−1 + f−1(rn)
Again, we an state that onditionally on the random variable Is(0) the sequene (tn)n≥0 is
a Markov hain.
5.5 Conlusion
We have outlined a method for omputing the pdf's of the spikes times of two variations
of the integrate and re neuron model with synapti ondutanes. The method is based
upon representing the membrane potential as the sum of a deterministi funtion and a loal
martingale. Due to a theorem by Dubins and Shwarz, by hanging the time sale we an
turn the loal martingale into a Brownian motion and the problem of omputing the pdfs of
the spikes times into that of omputing the rst-passage density of the Brownian motion to
a urved boundary. This partiular problem an be solved through a method due to Durbin
[17℄ whih provides a series approximation of the pdf. Numerial experiments show that the
series onverges rapidly. The method an be extended to more omplex neuron models [24℄
[8℄
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Conlusion
This study has opened a large number of issues, I will try to list now. Addressing those
problem would probably be the rst part of my thesis work I will follow jointly in the Odyssée
laboratory and in the Omega Laboratory.
First we would like to extand the method presented in the hapter 5 for some other types
of neurons and of inputs. The problem is that we do not have any proof of the onvergene
of Durbin's expansion when the frontier is not onave or onvex. So it would be interesting
to extand the proof of onvergene of the Durbin's series to a wider range of proesses.
It would also be interesting to study inside Durbin's or Feynman-Ka's frameworks some
other types of neurons.
We ould also try to get some informations about the pdf of some hitting times using
Durbin's xed-point equation, whih is more general than the series expansion and whih
has not been studied yet, so far as we know.
For the network, we are working to extend the results of Cottrell and Philippe Robert
to our problems, and we may have a hane to prove it using Lyapunov funtions, but we
have no formal proof so far.
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Part III
A stohasti network of biologial
neurons
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Chapter 6
Dynamis of Noisy Inhibitory
Networks of Integrate-and Fire
Neuron: A Stohasti Network
Theory Approah
In this hapter we onstrut a network model of noisy integrate-and-re neurons. The aim
of this setion is to prove that a wide range of neuron models t into a general mathematial
framework.
We still have to study some more the mathematial framwork we dene here.
Nevertheless, some mathematial results are already known, and have been proved in
the past ten years by some authors suh as Marie Cottrell, Philippe Robert and Tatiana
Turova. We will state these results in the setion 7, but it does not apply diretly to our
network model. All my future work will onsist in extending these results to a more general
ase where the biologial networks lie.
6.1 Introdution : Basi denitions
In this paper we build a bridge between a wide range of biologial networks models and a
general mathematial framework.
The networks studied onsist in a set of N noisy integrate-and-re models. Every neuron
of the networks has the same dynamis (the parameters of the model an hange, suh as
the spiking threshold, the time onstants, the noise level, . . . ).
The interations between the neurons are inhibitory: when a postsynapti neuron reeives
a spike, it prevent it from spiking immediately. The onnetivity map is arbitrary. In the
sequel, the set of neighbors of the neuron i is denoted V(i).
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6.1.1 Integrate-and-re neurons
In the lassial neuron models, the state of a neuron is desribed by its membrane potential,
whih we will denote V (i) in the following.
During the time intervals when no neuron spike, the states of all neurons evolve as
independent stohasti proesses, following one of the dierent evolution equation as detailed
in setion 6.2.
When the membrane potential V (i)(t) of some neuron, say i, reahes a deterministi
threshold value θ at time t0 (i.e. V
(i)(t−0 ) = θ), then a spike is produed, and subsequently
we have :
 the membrane potential V (i) reset : ( V (i)(t0) = Vr )
 the states of the target neurons j onneted to the neuron i (i.e. j ∈ V(i)) are
modied. The eet of a pre-synapti spike reeived by a neuron an be instantaneous
(i.e. V (j)(t0) = V
(j)(t−0 ) + wi,j where wi,j < 0 denotes the synapti eieny of the
onnetion i → j ) or more ompliated (via synapti urrent, synapti pulses, et.).
Many examples are treated in the following setions 6.2 and 6.3. Figure 6.1.1 illustrates
the dynamis of the network, showing the struture of the network in 6.1(a) and the
dynamis of the membrane potential in 6.1(b)
This type of model was studied for instane by Brunel and Hakim [9℄ with the use of
the Fokker-Plank equation. Assuming that the network is sparsely onneted, they found
that in the limit N → ∞ the network exhibited a sharp transition between two regimes:
a stationnary regime and a weakly synhronized osillatory regime. Eah neuron is an
integrate-and-re neuron, and is randomly onneted to C neurons of the network, and to
C
ext
external neurons. The sparse onnetivity assumption is ε = CN ≪ 1. Interations
between external and internal neurons are delayed by a onstant delay δ (i.e. when a spike
is emitted by a neuron of the network, it dereases or inreases the membrane potential
after a time δ, see setion 6.3). This delay plays a ruial role in the generation of global
osillations.
We wish to re-express the dynamis from an event-driven point of view (see for example
Reutimann et al [30℄), and to onsider the noise in the dynamis of eah individual neuron.
6.1.2 Mathematial Framework: The Hourglass Model
Independently, in the eld of stohasti networks and queue theory and Markov proesses,
a network model has been developed during the last 10 years. It is referred for instane as
the hourglass model by Turova [3, 12, 38, 39℄. This model has been introdued for the rst
time by Marie Cottrell in [11℄, and the variable taken into aount was initially alled the
inhibition proess, whih is a rather onfusing term in the neurosiene eld, so we will use
in the sequel the term of ountdown proess.
Consider a N nodes network. This model has two types of parameter:
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(a) Oriented Network
Vr
θ
Vr
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Vi(t)
Vj (t)
t∗
t∗
θi,j(Xj(t
∗))
ωi,j
(b) Sample traes for two onneted neurons i→ j
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 The random variables (Yi)i=1...N whih desribe the interspike interval distribution for
the neuron i.
 (ηi,j)i6=j desribing the interation of i→ j.
Let the state of the network be desribed by a N-dimensional vetor (Xt)t≥0 =
(
(X
(i)
t )i=1...N
)
t≥0
having the following dynamis: let t > 0,
1. if ∀i ∈ {1 . . .N}, Xi(t) > 0 then eah omponent of X dereases linearly with slope
−1 in time.
2. if ∃i ∈ {1 . . .N}, Xi(t−) = 0, subsequently we have:
 Xi is reset to a random variable independent of all the history of the proess and
with distribution Yi.
 ∀j ∈ V(i), a positive random variable ηi,j is added to Xj :
Xj(t) = Xj(t
−) + ηi,j
Our study will lead us to extend this model to other types of random variables. The only
dierene we have from the initial hourglass model dened here is in the random variable of
interation ηi,j . In the ases we study, this random variable an depend on Xj(t
−), t and a
N2-dimensional proess H dened by:
Denition 6.1.1. Let (Ht)t≥0 = ((hi,j(t))t≥0, where ∀t ≥ 0, hi,j(t) ∈ N be the past-
interation matrix dened by:
1. ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, ∀t ≥ 0, hi,i(t) = 0
2. if j 6= i, hi,j(t) is the number of spikes reeived by the neuron j from neuron i
Let us now assume that ηi,j is no more a random variable but a random funtion of the
variables (X, H, t).
Theorem 6.1.1. Let Yt := (Xt, Ht, t) is a Markov jump proess.
 The rst jump after time t our at time inf
k=1...N
X
(k)
t and we denote i the neuron
realizing this inf.
 At this time, say τ
 X(i)(τ)t is set to an independent opy of Yi
 hi,j(τ) = hi,j(τ
−) + 1j∈V(i), ∀j ∈ {1, . . .N}
 hj,i(τ) = 0, ∀j ∈ {1, . . .N}
 All the over omponents of H are unhanged.
 ∀j ∈ V(i), X(j)(τ) = X(j)τ− + ηi,j(X(j)(τ−), Hτ− , τ)
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6.1.3 From Biologial networks to the Hourglass model
Let us now onsider a network suh as those dened in setion 6.1.1.
Denition 6.1.2. [Countdown proess℄ For eah neuron i, let us dene X(i)(t) ≥ 0 the
duration of time (after time t) till the rst ring moment of this neuron, if no interation
takes plae meanwhile. We will all this stohasti proess the ountdown proess of the
neurons.
Remark 10. This proess is alled ountdown beause of its dynamis, but in fat at any
time, its value gives us the time to wait till the next spike, so it an be also seen as a lok.
It an be seen as a ountdown set at the instant of reeption of the last spike or just after the
spike, to the time to wait for the next spike to our if no interation takes plae meanwhile.
Proposition 6.1.2. The dynamis of the variableX i is linear and dereasing in the intervals
of time where no spike is reeived or produed:
dX(i)
dt
= −1 (6.1.1)
At time t, the next spike will our in neuron i = ArgMin
j∈1...N
X(j)(t) at time t + X(i)(t) (t
is the absolute time). In most of the ase (for instane in the ase where all the random
variables have a density with respet to Lebesgue's measure), the probability for two neurons
to spike exatly at the same time is null sine the network is inhibitory so we will neglet
this ase and assume that only one neuron spikes at a given time. At spike time, X(i)(t) is
instantaneously reset by drawing the law of a random variable noted Yi, whih has the same
distribution as the rst hitting time of the stohasti proess (V
(i)
t )t≥0 to θ (the distribution
of the interspike interval in terms of neural models). The states of all neurons just before the
spike are given by: X(j)
(
(t+X(i))−
)
= X(j)(t)−X(i)(t). Finally, the states of all neurons
j onneted to neuron i are modied aording to the spike produed by neuron i. Beause
the interation is inhibitory, this amounts to postponing the spike produed by neuron j by
an amount ηi,j ≥ 0 (see Fig 6.1(b)), beause the inhibition inreases the time to the next
spike.
In general, ηi,j is a random variable depending on the membrane potential V
(j)
at time
t. In most of the models onsidered in setion 6.2, it depends in fat only on X(j), so that
the update reads X(j)(t +X(i)) = X(j)(t) −X(i)(t) + ηi,j(X(j)(t) −X(i)(t)), where ηi,j(x)
is a random funtion.
In all our mathematial study we onsider the proess
X(t) := (X(i)(t))1≤i≤N (6.1.2)
Up to an additional Markov hain, this model will be a ontinuous time Markov proess, as
we will show in setion 6.2.
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Nevertheless, the proess (Xt)t dened is pieewise ontinuous, so the analysis of Davis
in [13℄ an be applied here. But our ase is even more simple sine the disontinuities are
very simply related to the value of the proess. This very partiular property implies that
studying the ontinuous time stohasti proess is stritly equivalent to onsidering one of
the two folloving disrete time Markov hain (6.1.3) and (6.1.4).
Proposition 6.1.3. Let (tn) denote the time sequene of the spikes emitted by one of all
the neurons, (Zn) the sequene of the states just before eah spike and (Xn) the vetor of
states just after eah spike.
Zn = X(t
−
n ) (6.1.3)
Xn = X(tn) (6.1.4)
Consider now the random variable ηi,j to add to the state of a postsynapti neuron j
when reeiving a spike from i at time t∗. This random variable is the delay aused by
the inhibition, i.e. the additional time to wait for j to spike beause of the reeption of a
presynapti spike.
Example. In the ase of instantaneous synapti interations, the inhibition applies to the
membrane potential and the random variable to add to the state of the neuron j ∈ V(i) is:
θi,j(X
(j)(t−0 )) = (τ
j
V (j)(t−0 )+wi,j
− τ j
V (j)(t−0 )
|X(j)) = (τ j
V (j)(t−0 )+wi,j
−X(j)|X(j)) (6.1.5)
where τ jx denotes the rst hitting time of the onstant barrier θ starting from x of the
stohasti proess V (j)(t).
All the work done in the following setions 6.2 and 6.3 is aimed to show that many
biologial neuron models t into the framework desribed in setion 6.1.2 and to identify
the parameters of the orresponding Hourglass model.
6.2 Single Neuron Biologial Models
In this setion we onsider dierent types of models of integrate-and-re neurons and dier-
ent types of synapti interations, and up to a transformation show that the network model
an be onsidered as an hourglass network, and identify the parameters of the model.
The rst model we onsider is a noisy integrate-and-re neuron without leak urrent,
whih we refer as the perfet noisy integrate-and-re neuron. We then add a leak urrent.
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() membrane potential dynami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t
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(d) Corresponding ountdown proess : An inhibitory spike at time t∗ postpones
the next spike to time X(j)(t∗) + θi,j(X(j)(t∗))
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6.2.1 Perfet integrate-and-re models
Model
We start by onsidering integrate-and-re models driven by noise. The membrane potential
of the neuron i, denoted V (i)(t), is driven by the following equation between two spikes:
τidV
(i)(t) = I(i)e (t)dt + σidW
(i)
t (6.2.1)
where τi is the membrane potential time onstant, I
(i)
e (t) is the input urrent, σi the standard
deviation of the noise and (W (i))1≤i≤N are independent Brownian motions, whih represents
external synapti stimulations
1
.
The neuron res when its membrane potential reahes the threshold θ: the membrane
potential is reset to a value Vr and a spike is emitted.
V (i)(t−) = θ ⇒ V (i)(t) = Vr (6.2.2)
We refer to the ase I
(i)
e ≡ 0 as the perfet integrate-and-re model and I(i)e (t) ≡ µi 6= 0
as the perfet integrate-and-re with drift.
In the absene of interations, V (i)(t) integrates the entry I
(i)
e with an additive noise
proportional to a Brownian motion, i.e. :
V (i)(t) =
∫ t
0
Ie(i)(s) ds+ σiW
(i)
t (6.2.3)
The interations are taken instantaneous: if neuron i spikes at time t∗, then:
∀j ∈ V(i)V (j)(t∗) = V (j)(t∗−) + ωi,j (6.2.4)
Link with the Hourglass model and parameters
As in setion 6.1.3, we dene X(i) the orresponding ountdown proess, so we have to derive
the two random parameters of this model.
In the general ase, the threshold rossing ondition happens at time:
τ := inf
{
t > 0; W
(i)
t =
1
σi
(θ −
∫ t
0
Ie(i)(s) ds)
}
(6.2.5)
1
It ould have been possible to replae the Brownian motions by instantaneous spikes (V (i) → V (i) + δ)
triggered aording to a Poisson proess (the equation (6.2.1) would be the diusion approximation of
this type of exitation). This would hange onsiderably the following study, sine the proess is no more
ontinuous between two onseutive spikes
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With a general entry Ie, this time an be approximated using for instane the methods
of Durbins (see for instane [17, 16℄), as stated in Faugeras, Papadopoulo and Touboul in
[19℄.
Let us ompute expliitly the probability density funtion of this hitting time in the ase
I
(i)
e ≡ 0 (Brownian motion) and in the ase I(i)e ≡ µi 6= 0 (drifted Brownian motion).
The expression of the distribution of the rst hitting time to the boundary θ, whih is
the distribution of Ui, is well known analytially, see below equations (6.2.6) and (6.2.7).
Let us examine the eet of synapti interations in the two ases:
We onsider that neuron j reeives an inhibitory spike from neuron i at time t. The
time of the next spike of neuron j is t+X(j)(t) + ηi,j , where ηi,j is the rst hitting time of
the drifted Brownian motion to θ, starting from θ + wi,j (reall that wi,j ≤ 0, whih is the
rst hitting time of a drifted Brownian motion starting from 0 to the onstant barrier wi,j
(beause the stohasti proess solution of (6.2.1) is a Lévy proess).
For the Brownian motion without drift, the probability density funtion of this random
variable is well known and an be omputed by using the exponential martingale of the
Brownian motion and the optional sampling theorem. Expliit omputation of this hitting
time is given in 4.2.1. This density reads :
p(j)(t) =
|wi,j |√
2πt3
e−
w2i,j
2t
1
R
∗
+
(t) (6.2.6)
For the Brownian motion with drift, we an prove by means of the Girsanov's theorem
[26℄ that this random variable is absolutely ontinuous with respet to (w.r.t.) Lebesgue's
measure and has the density :
p(j)(t) =
|wi,j |√
2πt3
e−
(wi,j−µj t)
2
2t
1
R
∗
+
(t) (6.2.7)
Thus in the ase of the perfet integrate-and-re (resp. perfet integrate-and-re with
drift) model, the eet of the reeption of a spike is equivalent to adding an independent
random variable with the probability density w.r.t. Lebesgue's measure given by (6.2.6)
(resp. (6.2.7)).
6.2.2 Leaky integrate-and-re models
Let us now onsider leaky integrate-and-re (LIF) models.
The general LIF equation with instantaneous synapti and noisy input urrents reads :{
τidV
(i) = fi(V
(i), t)dt+ σidW
(i)
t
V (i)(t−) = θ ⇒ V (i)(t) = Vr (6.2.8)
Where (W it )1≤i≤N are independent Brownian motions.
For tehnial reasons we onsider right-ontinuous sample paths. In all the following
setions, we only onsider
fi(u, s) = −u+ I(i)e (s) (6.2.9)
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So nally the evolution equation of the membrane potential during the time where no
spike is emitted reads:{
τidV
(i) = −V (i)dt+ I(i)e (t)dt+ σidW (i)t
V (i)(t−) = θ ⇒ V (i)(t) = Vr (6.2.10)
Where I
(i)
e is a urrent modeling the entries of the neuron i.
The aim of this setion is to relate those type of neuron models to the Hourglass model.
To do this, we onsider the ountdown proess related to this
The random variable denoted Yi in setion 6.1.2 will be the same for all synapti intera-
tions. It is distributed as the hitting time of the threshold θ starting from Vr of the proess
dened by (6.2.10). The only diulty arises from the urrent input Ie: if it depends on
the time t, then this random variable has not the same law at eah time but depends on the
time of the spike.
If Ie is onstant, then:
Yi := inf
{
t > 0; V
(i)
t = θ|V (i)0 = Vr
}
(6.2.11)
where V (i) is solution of (6.2.10).
If Ie is not onstant, then assume that the neuron i spikes at time t
∗
. At this time, the
proess X(i) is reset by drawing an independent random variable having the law of (6.2.11)
where V (i) is solution of (6.2.10) with the time-shifted input urrent I
(i)′
e (t) = I
(i)
e (t+ t∗).
Let us now speify the synapti interations and ompute the other parameter of the
Hourglass model, denoted ηi,j in the setion 6.1.2.
LIF model with instantaneous synapti urrents
We onsider that the membrane potential follows the equation (6.2.10), together with the
spiking ondition:
V (i)(t−) = θ ⇒
{
V (i)(t) = Vr
V (j)(t) = V (j)(t−) + wi,j1j∈V(i)
(6.2.12)
We ompute the membrane potential with and without the reeption of a spike. Let
t∗ be the time when the neuron j reeives a spike, V (j) the membrane potential of the
neuron j after reeption of a spike, V˜ (j) the membrane potential of the neuron j without
any interation with other neurons, V ∗(j) := V
(j)(t∗−) and X∗(j) := X
(j)(t∗−). We have :
V (j)(t∗ + t) =(V ∗(j) + wi,j)e
−t/τ +
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τIje (s+ t
∗) ds+
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τσ dWs
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V˜ (j)(t∗ + t) = V ∗(j)e
−t/τ +
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τ Ije (s+ t
∗) ds+
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τσ dWs
From the two equations above we an easily see that :
V (j)(t∗ + t) = V˜ (j)(t∗ + t) + wi,je−t/τ (6.2.13)
For t = X∗(j) we have V˜
(j)(t∗ +X∗(j)) = θ and from (6.2.13) we have :
V (j)(t∗ +X∗(j) + t) = (θ + wi,je
−X∗(j)/τ )e−t/τ +
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τIje (s+ t
∗ +X∗(j)) ds
+
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τσ dWs (6.2.14)
Remark 11. To nd this result we ould have integrated the dierene between V and V˜ .
We keep this simple but longer proof beause it is more general and applies to the other
results we state in the sequel.
It is lear from equation (6.2.13) that the hitting time of the barrier θ by the proess
V (j), onditionally on the random variable X∗(j) is the sum of X
∗
(j) and an independent
random variable whose law is equal to the hitting time of the barrier θ of the proess (6.2.8)
with initial ondition V (j)(0) = θ + wi,je
−X∗(j)/τ
and with the time shifted input urrent
˜
Ije (t) := Ije (t+ t
∗ +X∗(j)).
ηi,j(u) := inf
{
t > 0; U (j)(t) = θ|U (j)(0) = θ + wi,je−X
∗
(j)/τ
}
(6.2.15)
where U (j)(t) is the solution of equation (6.2.10) with the time-shifted urrent speied.
Remark 12. We will show in setion 4.2.2 that for some simple ases of the input urrent the
Laplae transform of this random variable is known. In other ases, the methods developed
in [19℄ will apply and we an approximate these hitting times.
Remark 13. We also show that this random variable tends to 0 in law and almost surely
(a.s.), when X∗(j) tends to innity. The inuene of a spike reeived when the neuron is
strongly inhibited is very small.
Remark 14. Finally, in this ase the random variable to add depends onX∗(j). Conditionally
to X∗(j), the random variable added is independent of the past of the proess, so the sequene
X(j) is Markovian.
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LIF model with exponentially deaying synapti ondutanes
The equations of the models are the following :{
τidV
(i) = (µi − V (i)(t))dt + Iie(t)dt+ Iis(t)dt 1 ≤ i ≤ N
τsdI
i
s = −Iis(t)dt+ σidW it (6.2.16)
The spike ondition in this model is :
V (i)(t−) = θ ⇒
{
V (i)(t) = Vr
Ijs (t) = I
j
s (t
−) + wi,j1j∈V(i)
(6.2.17)
Qualitatively, when a spike is reeived by a neuron, the synapti urrent Is integrates
the spike and the eet on the membrane potential is smoother.
Driving the same type of alulus as in the previous setion we obtain, for j ∈ V(i) and
τ 6= τs the relationship :
V (j)(t∗ + t) = V˜ (j)(t∗ + t) + e−t/τwi,j
1− e−αt
α
(6.2.18)
where α = 1τs − 1τ and again V˜ (j)(t∗ + t) the membrane potential of the neuron j without
any interation.
Eventually we an see that after the time X∗(j), the membrane potential of j is θ +
wi,je
−t/τ 1−e−αX
∗
(j)
α . The evolution of the potential V
(j)
after t∗ +X∗(j) and onditionally on
X∗(j) and Is(t
∗) is independent of the past, so we have to wait for the proess (6.2.17) to
reah the threshold θ from the initial ondition θ + wi,je
−t/τ 1−e−αX
∗
(j)
α and with the time
shifted urrents
˜
Ije (t) := Ije (t+ t
∗ +X∗(j)).
Remark 15. In this ase we note that the proessXt itself is not a Markov proess anymore,
but the proess (X(t), Is(t))t is a Markov proess.
Note that in the ase τ = τs we only have to replae the expression
1−e−αX
∗
(j)
α by
X∗(j)wi,je
−t/τ
. Here again, the random variable tends almost surely to 0, even if the ef-
fet of the spike is larger than in the ase (6.2.12) beause the spike is integrated by the
synapti urrent and aets the membrane potential for a longer time.
LIF model with general post-synapti urrent pulse
In this setion we onsider a LIF neuron desribed by (6.2.8). Like presented in the setion
4.1.3 of [22℄ eah presynapti spike generates a postsynapti urrent pulse. More preisely,
if the neuron i spikes at time t∗ and j ∈ V(i) reeives the spike, then this neuron feel an
additional input urrent
IPSP (t
∗ + t) = wi,j α(t) (6.2.19)
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Let's inlude this eet inside the input urrent I˜e (i.e.
I˜e(t) = Ie(t) +
∑
i6=j
∑
tj≤tji≤t
wi,j α(t− tji )
where tj denotes the time of the last spike emitted by the neuron j and tji the sequenes of
spikes emitted from the neuron i to the neuron j.
The same alulations drive to :
V (j)(t∗ +X∗(j)) = θ + wi,je
−X∗(j)/τ
∫ X∗(j)
0
α(s)es/τds (6.2.20)
So eventually the lasting time to spike for the neuron j is the time the stohasti proess
V (j), beginning from the value (6.2.20), reahes the threshold θ, with a new external urrent.
The random variable here is again (X(t), I˜e(t))t. Adding this new Markov proess allows
us to onsider an extended model of the hourglass model in whih one omponent is the
ountdown proess.
LIF model with a potential-dependant post-synapti urrent
The equation (6.2.18) is a reasonable model of interation. Nevertheless in reality it is even
more ompliated. In fat the amplitude of the post-synapti urrent pulse depends on
the atual value of the membrane potential V (j). It has been proved that eah presynapti
spike evokes a hange in the ondutane of the post-synapti membrane with a ertain time
ourse g(t− t∗). A post-synapti urrent model taking in aount this type of phenomenon
an be written as :{
τdV (i) = −V (i)dt+ Ie(t)dt + Is(t)dt+ σdW it
V (i)(t−) = θ ⇒ V (i)(t) = Vr (6.2.21)
where Is is null if the neuron i doesn't reeive a pre-synapti spike. If a neuron, say j,
reeives a spike from one of its neighbors i, we add to the urrent Is the synapti urrent
wi,jg(t− t∗)(V (j) − Esyn) where Esyn is the reversal potential of the synapse.
In this ase we an still have an expliit expression for the membrane potential, but we
an't have an losed-form for the random variable of the delay indued by the reeption of
a spike.
V (j)(t+ t∗) = V ∗(j)e
−Φ(t) +
∫ t
0
I∗e (s)e
Φ(s)−Φ(t) ds+
∫ t
0
σeΦ(s)−Φ(t) dWs (6.2.22)
With Φ(t) := 1τ
(
t+
∫ t
0 wi,jg(s) ds
)
and I∗e (t) = Ie(t
∗+t)+wi,jg(t)Esyn. This membrane
potential is to ompare to the potential without any spike reeived, whih reads :
V˜ (j)(t+ t∗) = V ∗(j)e
−t/τ +
∫ t
0
Ie(t
∗ + s)e(s−t)/τ ds+
∫ t
0
σe(s−t)/τ dWs (6.2.23)
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So we an't write a simple relation between (6.2.22) and (6.2.23) more expliit than
(6.1.5). Again, X itself is no more a Markov proess, it depends on the number of spikes
reeived between the last spike emitted by the neuron j and t, like in the setion of the LIF
model with a potential dependant post-synapti urrent.
This ase seems very diult to deal with so we won't disuss it any further.
6.3 Inluding Synapti Delays and Refratory Period
In all the models of setion 6.2 we have modeled dierent types of spike integration in the
post-synapti neuron, but we never onsidered the spike transmission in the axon and the
behavior of a neuron after emitting a spike. In this setion we disuss the eet of onsidering
those types of phenomena in the models presented in the previous setion.
6.3.1 Synapti Delays and Refratory Period
In this setion we build models of network inluding synapti delays. Those synapti delays
model the transmission time of the spike in the axon. In terms of network interations, we
onsider that spikes emitted by a neuron do not aet instantaneously the target neurons,
but only after some delay ∆i,j (.f. Fig. 6.3.2).
The refratory period models the perturbation indued by the emission of a spike by a
neuron, just after having triggered. More preisely, in most nerve ells, the ation potential
is followed by a transient hyperpolarization, alled the after-potential. This phenomenon
is losely linked with the ion hannels behavior after a spike emission. During this transi-
tion period, the neuron is in a refratory state, and it is impossible to exite the ell, no
matter how great the stimulating urrent applied is (see for instane [25℄, hapter 9, for a
further biologial disussion of the phenomenon and [22, 2℄ for a disussion on modelling
this refratory period). In the rest of the setion we denote the refratory period Ri.
If an inoming spike from neuron i ats on neuron j at time t, we distinguish two dierent
ases, depending on wether ∆i,j < X
(j)(t) or not.
If ∆i,j < X
(j)(t), then the reeption of a spike at time t inuenes the post-synapti
neuron at time t + ∆i,j the same ways as disussed in the dierent models onsidered in
setion 6.2.
If ∆i,j ≥ X(j)(t), the neuron j will spike before the inoming spike from the neuron i
arrives. If ∆i,j −X(j)(t) ≤ R then the spike is lost, sine it arrives at neuron j during the
refratory period. Otherwise it will inuene the neuron j at time t+∆i,j (this ase ould
be troublesome in our mathematial framework).
Finally, if the neuron j spikes at time t0 and reeives a spike from neuron i after having
spiked at time t1 > t0, and if (t1 − t0) + ∆i,j < R then again this spike is lost.
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6.3.2 A speial ase of synapti delays and refratory period
Assumption 6.3.1. In this ase, we assume that the refratory period is equal to the
synapti delay (i.e. Rj = Deltai,j ∀(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , N}2).
This an approximation of the global dynamis desribed. This assumption allows us to
keep onsidering the same Markov proess as before, sine the neuron keeps "forgetting" the
past events.
In reality we do not need suh a strong assumption and we an assume the following
property is fullled:
Assumption 6.3.2. When a neuron spikes, every inoming spike is lost, and will not aet
the future dynamis of this neuron.
Those two assumptions are biologially relevant: we know that the probability for a spike
to our during the short ritial period of time is very small and we an in a rst model
neglet this ase, whih is not fundamental in the studied phenomenon. On the other hand,
it is known that refratory period and synapti are of the same order, around 5ms [14, 22℄.
Under one of these assumptions, we have two types of interations between two neighbor
neurons. Assume that the neuron i emits a spike to its neighbor j. We an have have one
of two eets:
1. If ∆i,j < X
(j)(t), then the neuron j is aeted like in the previous models if it reeived
the spike at time t+∆i,j .
2. If ∆i,j > X
(j)
, then the spike would not inuene the dynamis of X(j).
Let us now hek how these synapti delays aet the random variables to add in our
network model, for the dierent types of models presented in the previous setion.
First of all it is lear that sine these events only aet the interations between two
neurons, the "private" random variable Yi is in all the ases disussed already is the same
that the one where no synapti delay or refratory period was taken into aount. The only
hange is that the ell annot spike during the refratory period, whih means that the new
random variable Yi is related to the random variable already omputed Y˜i by the following
relation:
Yi = Y˜i1 eYi≥Ri
Perfet Integrate-and-Fire
Inluding synapti delays in the perfet integrate-and-re model doesn't hange very muh
the initial model. If the spike is reeived by the post-synapti neuron (i.e. ∆i,j < X
(j)(t))
then we add the same random variable as in the later ase, whih was the hitting time of a
Brownian motion (resp. drifted Brownian motion) with the onstant barrier wi,j , otherwise
it has no eet on the post-synapti neuron. So in this ase we have a state-dependant
interation rather simple, instead of the state independent interation we had in setion
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Vr
θ
Vr
θ
Vi(t)
Vj (t)
t∗
t∗
t∗ +∆i,j
refratory period
ηi,j(Xj(t
∗))
wi,j
θ
Vk(t)
V kr
Figure 6.1: Synapti delays and refratory period. Neuron i spikes at time t∗. Neuron j
reeives the spike during its lassial behavior at time t∗ + ∆i,j : it's inhibited after the
synapti delay. Neuron k reeives the spike at time t∗ +∆i,k but spiked during the interval
of time [t∗, t∗ +∆i,k], so the spike is reeived during its refratory period and the neuron is
not inhibited.
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6.2.1. Let η˜i,j be a random variable desribing the hitting time of a Brownian motion (resp.
drifted Brownian motion) with the onstant barrier wi,j and t
∗
the time when a spike from
neuron i is sent to the neuron j. Then the random variable ηi,j to add is now a random
funtion depending on the state of the postsynapti neuron j (Xj(t
∗)) and has the law of
the random variable :
ηi,j(Xj(t
∗)) = η˜i,j1Xj(t∗)>∆i,j (6.3.1)
Leaky integrate-and-re models
We ompute like in setion 6.2.2 the random variables to add in the various ases studied.
In all the ases the omputations are the same and they are straightforward. It onsists in
treating the two possible behaviors separately. Let i denote the presynapti neuron, j the
postsynapti, and t∗ the time of the spike. In the rst ase (∆i,j < X(j)(t∗) =: X∗j ) we
refer to the results obtained in the setion 6.2.2 inluding the delay information, and in the
seond ase the random variable is 0. So we get the following results :
1. LIF with instantaneous synapti ondutanes: We denote η˜i,j(x, τ) the hitting time
of the onstant θ of the proess given by 6.2.9 starting from x, with the time-shifted
input urrent funtion Ie(·+ τ). The random variable to add is :
ηi,j(X
∗
j ) = η˜i,j(θ + wi,je
∆i,je−Xj(t
∗)
1Xj>∆i,j , t
∗ +∆i,j)1Xj>∆i,j (6.3.2)
We an see in this equation appear an observed synapti oeient wi,je
∆i,j
with is
in absolute value larger than the real synapti oeient. It will appear in all the LIF
models onsidered.
2. LIF model with exponentially deaying synapti ondutanes, synapti delay and re-
fratory period: We still denote Yi,j(x, τ) the random variable dened above, but for
this new proess. With the notations of setion 6.2, if α 6= 0, the random variable to
add has the same distribution as :
ηi,j(Xj) = η˜i,j(θ + wi,je
∆i,j
1− eα(∆i,j−Xj(t∗))
α
e−X
∗
j , t∗ +∆i,j)1Xj>∆i,j (6.3.3)
If α = 0, we have
ηi,j(Xj) = η˜i,j(θ + wi,je
∆i,j(X∗j −∆i,j)e−X
∗
j , t∗ +∆i,j)1Xj>∆i,j
3. LIF model with general post-synapti urrent pulse: With the same notations as
before, we have:
ηi,j(Xj) = η˜i,j(θ + wi,je
∆i,je−X
∗
j
∫ X∗j−∆i,j
0
α(s)es/τ ds, t∗ +∆i,j)1Xj>∆i,j (6.3.4)
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4. LIF model with potential-dependant post-synapti urrent, synapti delays and refra-
tory period: In this ase there is in the general ase no expliit formula for the
random variable to add, but if any, or a numerial approximation of its probability
density funtion (pdf) then we ould ompute in the same way the new random vari-
able : onditionally on X∗j , if ∆i,j < X
∗
j , then the random variable has the same
distribution as the random variable to add at time X∗j −∆i,j , else it is 0.
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Chapter 7
Mathematial Analysis of the
Hourglass model
In this hapter we review and prove some of the main results obtained in the ergodiity
analysis of the Hourglass model. First we will begin to prove the results of Marie Cottrell
in the founding artile of this network, [11℄. In this artile the interations between the
neurons are onstant (i.e. ∀i, j, we have ηi,j(u) ≡ η where η is a positive onstant.
In her artile, she proves the irredutibility and the aperiodiity of the Markov hain we
onsider, nd a riterion for the positive reurrene of this hain and haraterizes the ISI
for a two neuron network. In the transient ase she shows that some neuron will stop ring
in a nite time, and study the pattern formed by the "dead" neurons.
Then we will review the artile of Friker, Robert et al [21℄, where the interation variable
ηi,j is no more onstant but is a random variable. Speifying the topology of the network,
they obtain ergodiity onditions on the parameters of the model, for the fully onneted
network and for the linear network.
7.1 Constant Interations
The rst result obtained in [11℄ is the irredutibility and aperiodiity of the hain.
The proof of this property is rather simple. It onsists in onstruting a set of probability
in whih all the N neurons re onseutively. The probability of this set is stritly postive,
and we an show that every state is aessible after the Nth spike triggered by the last
neuron. The same analysis an be done after the next spike, so at spike N +1, whih proves
that the embedded Markov hain Xn is irredutible and aperiodi.
Then the author proves the following theorem:
Theorem 7.1.1. If θ < inf
i=1,...,N
E[Y ]
|V(i)| and E
[
Y 2i
]
< ∞, then (Xt)t and (Xn) are ergodis,
irredutibles, aperiodis and positive reurrents.
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7.2 IID Interations
In the artile of Friker, Robert et al [21℄, the authors nd neessary and suient onditions
of ergodiity for the system when the variables of interations ηi,j does not depend on the
state of the variable, and are an iid sequene of random variables.
Assume that the network is fully onneted, and that the reinitialisation random variables
Yi are exponentially distributed, with parameter λi, and that the interations are the same
for all the neighbors of a neuron (i.e. ηi,j = ηi for all j ∈ V(i).
For the fully onneted network, the authors prove that the network is stable if ρ =
maxiρi := maxiE [ηi]E [Yi] < 1.
Under this stability ondition, they give an expliit expression for the Laplae transform
of the invariant measure of the Markov proess assoiated to this model. Then they prove
that if ρ > 1, then the network is not stable, and after a nite time, only one neuron would
spike and all the other neuron are "dead" (i.e. will not re anymore).
Then the authors examine the ase of the linear network of size N . Now the random
variables sent to the neighbors are no more the same, but independant and with the same
law ηi, whih is exponentially distributed (with parameter µ, and assume that ∀iλi = λ.
Then the authors prove that:
1. if N is odd then the network is stable if ρ = λµ < 1/2 and not stable if ρ > 1/2.
2. if N is even, then the network is stable if ρ < 12cos(pi/(N+1)) and not stable if ρ >
1
2cos(pi/(N+1))
Note that the proof of ergodiity is based on an adapted version of the seond vetor eld
assoiated to a Markov proess. It was introdued by Malyshev and Menshikov in [28℄, and
will be used by T. Turova to extand those results.
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Appendix A
Mathematial Complements
A.1 Hermite Funtions
The speial funtions used in previous setions are realled below and we refer to [27℄ for
most of the results and proofs.
Denition A.1.1. The Hermite funtion Hν is dened by :
Hν(z) :=
2νΓ(12 )
Γ(1−ν2 )
φ
(
−ν
2
,
1
2
; z2
)
+
2ν+
1
2Γ(− 12 )
Γ(−ν2 )
zφ
(
1− ν
2
,
3
2
; z2
)
(A.1.1)
where φ denotes the onuent hypergeometri funtion (or Kummer's funtion of the rst
kind) and Γ the gamma funtion.
φ(a, b; z) := 1 +
a
b
z +
a(a+ 1)
b(b+ 1)
z2
2!
+
a(a+ 1)(a+ 2)
b(b+ 1)(b + 2)
z3
3!
+ . . .
:=
∞∑
k=0
(a)k
(b)k
zk
k!
Proposition A.1.1. Hermite funtion satises the following relations :
i. The Hermite funtion has the following series representation :
Hν(z) = 1
2Γ(−ν)
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m
m!
Γ
(
m− ν
2
)
(2z)m, |z| <∞ (A.1.2)
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ii. The following reurrene relations hold :
∂Hν(z)
∂z
= 2νHν−1(z) (A.1.3)
Hν+1(z) = 2zHν(z)− 2νHν−1(z) (A.1.4)
iii. Hν(z) and Hν(−z) are fundamental solutions of the ordinary so alled Hermite equa-
tion :
f ′′(z)− 2zf ′(x) + 2νf = 0 (A.1.5)
Proof. The series expansion of i. omes from the denition of the φ funtion.
The reurrene relations of ii. ome from the fundamental relation on Γ : Γ(1+z) = zΓ(z)
and the series expansion (A.1.2) : on one hand we have
∂Hν(z)
∂z
=
1
2Γ(−ν)
∞∑
m=1
(−1)m
m!
Γ
(
m− ν
2
)
2m(2z)m−1
=
−2
2Γ(−ν)
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m
m!
Γ
(
m+ 1− ν
2
)
(2z)m hanging m to m+ 1
On the other hand,
2νHν−1(z) = 2ν
2Γ(1− ν)
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m
m!
Γ
(
m− ν + 1
2
)
(2z)m
And onlude with the relation Γ(1− ν) = −νΓ(−ν).
The seond reurrene relation omes also from those two relations. To hek this relation
we ompare the oeient of the power of 2z of the series expansion of the two sides of (A.1.4)
and play with the fundamental relation of Γ.
Finally, the ordinary dierential equation (A.1.5) is no more than (A.1.4), writing Hν−1
and Hν−2 in terms of derivatives of Hν using (A.1.3).
A.2 Convergene of probability measures
Theorem A.2.1. Let (Pn)n≥0 be a sequene of probability measures and let P be a prob-
ability measure. We denote Ln(t) (resp L(t)) the Laplae transform of Pn (resp P). Then
the following equivalene holds:
Pn
L−−−−→
n→∞ P ⇔ Ln(t)
pointwise−−−−−−→
n→∞ L(t) ∀t ≥ 0 (A.2.1)
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Proof. The diret diretion of the equivalene is obvious, (it's a partiular ase of the fun-
tional denition of the weak onvergene, using the exponential funtion).
Let us prove the onverse. The only thing to prove is the tightness of the sequene, the
uniqueness of limit points being lear. To prove the tightness of the sequene, we want to
major uniformly for a given n0 all the probabilities of the type Pn(A,∞), for all n ≥ n0,
with a bound going to 0. To do this we use the following relation between the Laplae
transform and the probabilities of suh events.
1
u
∫ u
0
(1− Ln(t))dt = 1
u
∫
x≥0
∫ u
0
(1− e−tx)dt dPn(x)
≥ 1
u
∫
x≥1/u
∫ u
0
(1 − e−tx)dt dPn(x)
≥ 1
u
∫
x≥1/u
∫ u
0
(1 − e−t/u)dt dPn(x)
≥ e−1Pn( 1
u
,∞)
To bound uniformly the expression
1
u
∫ u
0
(1 − Ln(t))dt we refer to L. L(t) is ontinuous
and L(0) = 1.
Let ε > 0 a given real. There is a u suh that u−1
∫ u
0 (1 − L(t))dt < ε2e . Sine
Ln(t) →
n→∞
L(t) for all t and the integration interval is bounded, Lebesgue's theorem en-
sures us that u−1
∫ u
0
(1 − Ln(t))dt < εe for all n beyond some n0. Let A := u−1. We have
:
Pn[0;A] ≥ 1− ε ∀n ≥ n0.
Therefore, (Pn)n is tight.
By Prohorov theorem (f for instane [6℄), the sequene is relatively ompat. Let Q be a
limit point. Neessarily the Laplae transform of Q is L by the diret sense of the theorem,
so Q = P in distribution. So eventually, the sequene is relatively ompat with only one
limit point so the sequene Pn onverges weakly (i.e. in distribution) to P
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